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INTRO

My name is Dave Koper and I’ll be your host throughout
your journey here. I’m super excited to welcome you inside
my world and I’d also like to congratulate you on taking a
big step toward mastering your operations. With it will
come comfort, good health, happiness, confidence and
peace of mind.
But for something to happen, you have to want it to
happen. You have to make it happen. You have to plan it
and stick to the plan. You have to put in the work and the
time to see this through.
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Now is the time to get committed about your dreams and
raise the bar on what you’re expecting from your life. Here
is when you can start to create your most ideal dream job
from scratch.
We have carefully categorized and organized the Chapters
in a strategic way for you to become an operations expert
to master whatever you decide to do.
Learn the basics laid out in this book and you’ll be able to
do almost anything 10x better and faster than you can
imagine right now. But ultimately, it is up to you to follow
through on the actions.
Your time can be an extremely valuable asset. Your time is
now. This is the place. Believe in the power of length of time
directed toward a written goal in your concrete plan and
then guard that time slot as if it were the President and
you are the Secret Service.
I’m happy to share my life’s work here with you and I just
ask that you value and appreciate it as if it were your own
hard work you spent decades working on iterating, refining
and perfecting.
The work laid out here – if studied and understood - can
free up most of your time so you can get back to doing
whatever it is you decide is most worthy of your time. Your
bigger purpose. More on this in Chapter IX.
By becoming laser-focused on one specific thing at a time,
it becomes easier to master your operations and increase
acceleration to your destination. Once you know that, you
can begin to selectively pick a few key skills to master by
doing them 10,000 times.
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By the end, you will know exactly what to do in the passing
moment and how to spend your time so that you get the
most bang for your buck. We will also share a scientific
market experiment we carried out in 2020 that achieved
greater than +150% Return on Investment with one trade
a week. One trade takes about four minutes for a beginner,
hence the title.
3BThese numbers are sure to arouse some skepticism from
all the naysayers, but have a little faith, and I assure you
these returns are very real, scalable and duplicatable by
you in a short amount of time.
34BI know you can do this. Whether you set aside the right
amount of time to acquire the necessary skills is up to you.
This is worth seeing through and it is why I’ve made it my
life’s work. Trust that you have the focus and discipline to
see this idea through to fruition as you designed and
specified in your own mind and on paper.
It is one of my goals in life to teach others about the stock
market because I know it can make them millions if the
timeframe is long enough. If you invest the time to learn it
now, it can pay dividends the rest of your life and you will
be able to do whatever you want with most of your time.
Understanding Investing and Investments is key to
mastering operations.
First though, because this is still the Intro, I want to share
my story here to both (a) show you where I’m coming from
and (b) hopefully inspire even the poorest of readers into a
white heat of action.
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This is me circa 2003. I was changing my oil to save $20
dollars. I worked at a gas station. If this guy can transform,
so can you. It matters not where you are. It matters where
you’re going.
We’ve all been in bad spots, some of you may even be near
or close to rock bottom. This was near rock bottom for me,
not that it was all that bad in Cherry Hill, NJ, but I did
have only a few hundred dollars in my bank accounts and
I owed thousands to numerous creditors.
Thankfully for me, back then especially, I realized money
is not everything. I had a lot to live for. I just had no idea
where I was going or what I would do if I ever got there. I
had a lack of vision and purpose.
I had no idea what I really wanted from life itself, but I did
seem to naturally possess some positive skills that helped
guide me to get to where I am today. I attribute these skills
to my parents and early teachers who must have reinforced
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them enough times when I was young that it just stuck
with me.
Call it what you will - persistence, perseverance, resilience,
relentlessness, stubbornness. That’s about the only thing
I had to start. More on these skills in Chapter I.
I didn’t have the great attitude I possess today. I was a little
punk. A fool most of the time. Know-it-all. That last one
really came back to hurt me. If you take one lesson from
this book, it should be - Go into every situation as if you
were a student ready and willing to learn.
Really try to understand how and why things are working
and commit to a lifetime of learning. It is nice when you
can step back and say,
“Every woman and man is my superior in some way - in
that - I learn from her or him.”
39BThis belief spawned from many experiences throughout my
life, however a great influencer of mine was my mom’s dad,
my grandfather.
40BI remember him telling me stories about the great
depression, and how the family – at one point - could not
afford a five cent Apple for lunch. Now that must have been
depressing. This is him as a young man (on the bicycle).
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I always thought he seemed so happy when I saw him. I’m
thinking now that maybe it was because he had been
through so much and was grateful for living through it all.
He ended up a great businessman, but he didn’t start
there. He started in the stock room as a clerk at a
Woolworth’s five and dime store and eventually worked his
way through the ranks to retire Executive Vice President,
next in line to be President of the $100 Million company at
that point.
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Here is a picture of him and my grandmother on their
wedding day.
42B

HHe would watch the markets intently on TV every day.
Growing up, he was the only one I ever knew to invest in
individual companies in the stock market. Upon his death,
they couldn’t track down when he bought certain shares of
Walmart so they could apply the appropriate taxes. He was
a passionate Investor. Truly an old-fashioned ‘buy and
hold’ sort of guy.
47BI remember him getting excited during market crashes,
“Stocks are on sale!” he would exclaim.
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I was young at that point, so I did not care all that much
about the markets. I was more interested in swimming in
the pool out back. He passed away before I could pick up
any market skills from him.
While I was floating around in the back, gazing through the
pine trees to a beautiful blue sky in Hilton Head Island,
SC, my greatest aspirations materialized. I wanted what he
had.
However, like most people, I had no idea where to start.
Thankfully, I got prodded out of my early funk and pushed
in the right direction. There was one event that kind of
‘woke me up’ so to speak.
48B
49B

One summer, as I was floating around dreaming of a pool
of my own, my grandfather calls out,
“David, come here, I have a job for you.”
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He wanted me to clean out his gutters, and - believe it or
not - this had a big impact on the course of my life. He
must have sensed my situation back home was direly poor
and wanted to capitalize on the labor in his backyard.
50BI was happy to help my grandfather who I loved very much.
It probably took me an hour or two, but what happened
next was unforgettable.
He offered me two crisp $100 dollar bills as payment. I had
never seen a hundred, much less two! I was working at a
gas station making $7.25 an hour.
I remember feeling guilty at first. I thought to myself, ‘I
didn’t earn this.’ My parents were good at hammering
home the fact that I need to put in an honest day’s work
for an honest day’s pay. Bless their hearts. And the time I
spent on the roof was an hour or two and I was there
anyway.
I didn’t want to take it and my first reaction was,
“Thank you, but I cannot possibly accept.”
He fired back,
“If you did not do it, it would have cost me twice as much
and even more of my time, which is invaluable. Now take
the money. You earned it. It’s YOURS. Job well done.”
This was not the reaction I was expecting. In front of me
was someone who would be noticeable upset if I did NOT
take his money. This was a first for me. It just did not
happen like that for me thus far in life.
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53BOf course, he knew he didn’t have to pay me. The difference
here - that I felt - was a sincere appreciation that I was
helping do the work and someone who wanted to plant the
seed of an even bigger idea for me. And I’ll never forget how
that made me feel. It made me feel good. It made me feel
proud. It made me feel appreciated. It made me feel RICH.
It was not about the money. It was the principle.
The important lesson I learned here was to go the extra
mile and make the other person genuinely feel appreciated
every chance you get. Also, I learned not to be shy about
paying others, asking for money, and tipping big – well
beyond expectations - for a job well done. Changed my life.
That is how I want you to feel when you finish reading.
Now, my grandfather didn’t tell me what to do with the
money, but - ever since that day - I had a great inclination
to invest that money in the stock market to make my own
large fortune to hand down generations and cement a
legacy.
He planted a seed in my mind that eventually grew into the
idea to create this book and help build great Investors.
He gave me a deep desire to WANT to understand how and
why things worked, not by demanding, but by unsubtly
teaching and mentoring by offering new and different ideas
in a helpful way. And to think the lessons are still
resonating with me today after what feels like a lifetime.
One simple act of kindness, two crisp hundo’s, and one
changed life.
From that point on, I wanted to learn as much as I could
about the markets so I could teach it to others and plant
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that same seed that my grandfather planted in me early
on.
It took some time, however, about ten years later, I came
to the realization I must form multiple entities, one of
which was The Inflection Point Inc. (aka TIP Inc.), a stock
market education company with the vision to build great
Investors.
It was right about after losing $37,000 having tried my best
for three years of Investing, with my biggest losses coming
in the most recent year $15,000 coming the year before
(2008). Having just taken out a loan for $142,000 to
mortgage my first small NJ townhouse, I depleted most of
my saving by gambling in the stock market. I lost close to
90% of my cash reserves. It was embarrassing.
It was so long ago, that I feel like I can openly talk it. I call
it gambling because that’s what I was doing. The line in the
sand in my mind is if you have a plan and know your
numbers. I did not have a plan and I also did not know my
numbers. I’ve been there and it SUCKS. This feeling was a
major driving force for me.
I would regularly walk into Casino’s and bleed money like
an idiot. Go out drinking and partying in Atlantic City
thinking I would hit it big. I had the same grandiose ideas
about my Investment account that I eventually almost
completely blew up.
The funny thing is, when I actually got a plan and started
to know my numbers, most things in my life started to
change for the better. I began recognizing patterns and
framework everywhere. For example, I started to do better
on the Blackjack tables and about half the time I would
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walk out of the casino with MORE money than I walked in
with. That was new!
I don’t know about you, but I didn’t learn anything about
Investing in my 16 years of schooling, which included four
years of Engineering college at Rowan University in
Southern New Jersey. If you don’t really want to go to
college, don’t go. You don’t need it. Not a popular opinion,
but I don’t care. This is nothing against Rowan, I learned
a lot there and it happened to work out for me.
This book is more about getting results and fast than it is
about going through four years of school to do something
that ends up being not that fulfilling for you. This is about
how and why your doing what you’re doing. What you need
is the skills laid out in this book and possibly the
connections to walk you through getting started.
58BMy team & I - which I’m going to start referring to as we have meticulously documented a system and process that
works like magic, doesn’t require a lot of time in the
moment, and can make you rich if you give it enough time.
More importantly, the process is simple. So simple that
there’s a really good chance you can implement it
immediately after your finish reading about it.
All of this information is well and great, however, it’s not
the only thing that matters. You must have a Purpose, a
reason for being, a guiding star. It must be big, specific,
and something worthy of spending your time to attain.
Something that you can fall back on when the markets
bring you to your knees.
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Once you decide this one thing that will keep your spirits
sky-high even in the darkest of times, you will want to
establish reasons why you’re going to get it. This is where
the skill of psychology comes in. I think my father would
be proud.
Your reasons are what will incentivize you into action
toward your worth written goal. If you know what you
want, great, you’re ahead of most. If not, spend some
serious time thinking about what it is you want so you can
pursue it with confidence.
And the reasons are important too. Write out the reasons
you won’t stop until you get this greater understanding.
This is so important that you should not give up until you
get it. You should have at least 20 reasons and the most
successful people in the world have thousands if not tens
of thousands of reasons they are doing what they are doing.
The more the better.
61BFor something to happen, you must have a burning desire
to make it happen. You have to EXPECT it to happen. You
have to feel like you are already going to have it. Imagine
having it already - because now that you have this, you are
very close. I know for a fact that some of you are literally
three feet from gold right now.
This is a proven way to free up most time so you can get
back to doing what you love. The biggest danger here is not
knowing what to do with all your time. That’s why Purpose
is so important. You need that work that doesn’t feel like
work, helps people out and still gives you that sense of
fulfillment and accomplishment at the end of the day.
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We’ve put together only the best information on how to
master your operations. In the following Chapters, you’re
going to learn the basic building blocks and principles
behind some of the best Operational techniques known to
man.
The book has been carefully laid out to deliver the
information in a specific order for the greatest effect, so
don’t skip around. First, we are going to cover Mindset.
Because without the right Mindset, you just will not be in
the best state to accept the information.
It helps to have a clear mind before you start to build the
foundation of your BIG dreams.
I’m not going to sugar coat anything here. This is going to
be hard work. I hope you are up for the challenge! Walk
with me through this Strategy, then take off for amazing
and fulfilling adventures better than you can possibly
imagine.
Now, let us completely level the playing field and give you
even better knowledge of the markets operations than the
leading experts. We cover how and why everything works
and all that, and only what you need to know to act with
high confidence and conviction with no fear or financial
anxiety.
You may be wondering - in a book about mastering your
operations - why we start where we start.
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We start with Mindset. It is of the utmost importance and
the most challenging to master. There are 20 or so skills
we’re going to focus on and Mindset is first priority.
Without the right Mindset, everything else will seem too
hard. It will seem like dreaded work instead of a fun lifechanging experience.
By the end, you’ll know exactly what to do with your time
and when to do it.
We are known for growing companies into superhuman
multi-million-dollar enterprises. What you do after that is
up to you. I’m not the next Bill Gates or Warren Buffet nor
am I trying to be. I’m just a regular guy who’s going to help
you make millions in the stock market. We have a stellar
track record of scaling up multiple companies into the
multi-millions. You’re next.
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CHAPTER I

MINDSET
Cultivate Awareness

You only pass this way but once. Therefore, any good that
you can do, do it now because you shall not pass this way
again.
You must count your blessings every single day you are
given the opportunity to exist in this world. Once in the
morning after you wake and once before you retire to your
dreams. You should pursue your Purpose as if your life
depended on it. It’s likely you will face grave danger in this
pursuit as well as terrifying uncertainty.
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You must believe the following sentence to be true:
Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, it can
achieve.
This is where all you ‘problems’ disappear. Not because
they don’t exist anymore, but because you start to think of
them as minor obstacles. Instead of seeing a 2D path with
an immovable impenetrable object in your direct path to
your goal, you start to see in 3D and 4D with many other
paths to your destination. The seemingly impenetrable
objects in your way becomes one single object no higher
than your knees that you proceed to step right over while
on the shoulder of a giant.
There are invisible forces at all of our disposal, we just need
to find them and tap into that power. There are three steps
to it.
Conceive
Believe
Achieve
65BThe mind is an incredibly powerful tool. The World’s fastest
supercomputers - running for a full 30 minutes non-stop can’t compete with ONE SECOND of brain activity.1
Learn to control and direct your supercomputer and – in
time - you can achieve great things.

Ghose, T., Live Science, Supercomputer Takes 40 Minutes To
Model 1 Second of Brain Activity, Future US, Inc., © 2014

1
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67BMost of us, rather than directing and controlling our
thoughts, are easily distracted and/or running on
autopilot. 68BAverage human attention span has dropped
below that of a goldfish. Social media companies have
assisted with training us all this way – think about how
easy it is to scroll on endlessly.
69BThere was a time when I was drifting through life aimlessly
and unfulfilled. I never had time for anything, and I never
accomplished anything either. As I fell further behind,
especially at work, I felt increasingly helpless, anxious, and
uncertain.
70BI lost everything. In fact, I lost even more than I had.
71BI was forced to acknowledge that I didn’t know what I was
doing. I had to make some hard choices about where to
invest my money and my time to save my livelihood.
72BIn my quest for self-improvement - in order to gain control
of myself – I successfully gained control of my mind.
Bringing order to your mind does wonders for your work,
your health, and your relationships.
I found a number of tools/resources that have helped me
tremendously. I’d like to pass them on to you now.
73BMeditation is one of the most effective tools for personal
advancement. Meditation helps to relieve worry and stress
and helps the mind become more quiet, more clear, more
focused, and more effective. A quiet mind is the source of
inner peace, happiness, and good health.
74BA clear and focused mind produces better thought
processes and decision-making. When you become more
adept at meditating, you will realize you can master other
Mindset 18

things much faster because you have increased mental
capacity.
If you treat meditation like work, it will feel like work. If you
treat it like a stress-relieving mastery-increasing ritual, it
can feel incredibly invigorating and you will look forward
to it daily. It’s the same as everything else. How you are in
one thing is how you are in everything. Treat meditation –
among other things - as an investment in bettering yourself
and all areas of your life. 76BIn addition to meditation, another
great tool to assist with focus is binaural beats.2
I find listening to these beats can really help to get me in
the zone. The nature of the binaural beats is known to
scientifically increase focus to our thoughts.
7BLearning to control your mind is an especially important
step, but to accomplish anything, you need a purpose, a
target, a goal. If you don’t know where you are going, not
even the best mentor can get you there.
79BDo you have something you would happily do forever?
Perhaps a family business or even an activity you very
much enjoy? Certainly, taking out time to explore why are
you here is important. Block out the time to think about it.
81BVisualization is a great technique that can help you to
identify and set goals and practice the steps needed to
achieve them. Visualization has been proven to increase
and enhance performance.

2 Quiet

Quest - Study Music (2020), “Deep Focus - Music For Studying,
Concentration and Work,” YouTube
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82BPractice – whether real or through visualization - helps to
build up confidence. Confidence is trust in yourself: trust
that you are able to succeed at what you set out to do and
trust that when you don’t, you have the ability and attitude
to learn from the failure and make the necessary
adjustments to improve.
83BBe confident in yourself and in your reasoning. Treat all
occurrences as learning experiences. Don’t ever think
you’re not talented enough because then you’ll feel
helpless. Failure is just an opportunity to learn how to do
it better the next time. A setback is not the end of the
world. It’s another step in the journey.
84BWork on staying in the present moment and being fully
engagement in whatever you’re doing now – not worried
about the future or ruminating over past events.
85BBeing mindful helps greatly to create space between
stimulation and response. In that space, you have the
power and freedom to choose how you might respond
appropriately rather than just reacting.
86BAnother great tool for improving mindset is the use of
affirmations – positive, present-tense statements.
Affirmations can help you overcome fears and direct your
mental energy toward set goals.
87BI encourage you to make a written list of affirmations for
yourself and read them every morning first thing when you
wake and every evening before you go to sleep.
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8BHere are my affirmations:
89BI am thankful for a great life
I90B am grateful for all that I have
I91B am worthy of great success
I92B am worthy of great riches
93BEvery day is better than the next
94BI love helping others
95BI enjoy going the extra mile
96BI am proud of the things I create
97BI treat every day as a gift
98BI fight failure with faith
9BI make a difference every day
10BWith a focused mind, a goal, a positive attitude, and
determination, the idea is to put yourself in a position for
success. If you can do this, you’re more than halfway there.
To achieve success and accomplish your goal, the next
logical step is to build a plan.
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CHAPTER II

PLANNING
Build Your Base

10BBenjamin Franklin famously said,
“Failing to plan is planning to fail.”
102BPlanning increases your odds of success in the short term
and in the long term and shouldn’t cost any money.
103BShort-term planning can help you to be effective in the day
to day tasks.
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104BHere is an example of a daily planning process:
1.
105BWrite out a list of the most important things to do at
the beginning of every day, before doing anything.
2.
106BLabel the Most Important Thing (MIT) to do today
3.
107BPick out SIX other things you CAN accomplish
TODAY.
4.
108BRank the items in terms of priority.
5.
109BAssign durations to those six tasks.
6.
10BMatch each of the durations to a specific time slot in
your day.
1B7. Focus on completing the most important task early or
ideally first.
12BOnce the time slots are assigned, stick with them no
matter what.
13BRECAP (with timing)
1. 0BBrainstorm the things you want to accomplish today
(15 min)
2. 1BDecide the MIT (5 min)
3. 2BChoose SIX tasks to accomplish TODAY (5 min)
4. 3BRank the items (2 min)
5. 4BAssign a duration and priority to each task adding
up to no more than eight hours (5 min)
6. 14BAssign a time slot for the first six activities with the
most important task in the first slot (5 min)
7. 5BDo the MIT first (if possible)
15BIf you commit to identifying, prioritizing, scheduling, and
following through tasks, you will be amazed at how much
you can accomplish in the same eight-hour time period.
Sometimes, you can literally be 10X more effective.
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16BThis planning process should take you about half an hour
to a full hour. In my experience, it will save you an hour or
more and you will accomplish much more than you ever
thought possible. Every minute you spend on this will pay
off double or even triple.
17BA great way to ensure you take care of tasks and
accomplish goals is to plan your day and guard the
timeslots as if they are the President and you are the Secret
Service.
18BDedicate time in the beginning of each day so you can
concentrate on short-term planning.
19BMid-term planning will require more resources than shortterm planning. We recommend a two-year planner, which
will cover mid and long-term planning.
120BMid-term planning – in our eyes – is anywhere from a
couple weeks to six months. Without a planner, it’s going
to be extremely difficult laying out weekly and monthly
goals for yourself.
12BWhen you procure the two-year planner, start setting goals
each month for the next six months. Each goal should
build on the previous goal and all goals should be aligned
with your long-term plans.
Now, let’s switch to long-term planning, a skill that very
few people possess. According to a Gallup poll in 2013,
seven out of ten Americans don’t have a long-term plan
with investment goals.3

https://news.gallup.com/poll/162872/one-three-americansprepare-detailed-household-budget.aspx

3
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125BWhy should you have a long-term plan with investment
goals? Why is investing important? Investing is an
important way to enable you to grow wealth and to ensure
future financial security. It can help you to achieve other
life goals such as starting a business or retiring from your
job.127B

One of my life goals is to help you to become a great
Investor. That is part of my personal Purpose and a major
motivating factor in writing this book.
129BIt’s challenging to consider all the variables that could
potentially affect the long-term and plan accordingly.
However, you can plan to implement a system of small
changes which will add up to a massive amount of change
over time.
130BTo help you to become a great Investor and achieve your
financial and personal goals, we will give you some of the
best tools and advice available on the market. Many of
these tools were created internally out of necessity. We also
built a time-tested Trade Plan which acts as our long-term
plan.
Here is the five key pieces of a trade plan with filled in
hypothetical plans:

I.

Goals

A. Desired returns
20 - 40% per month
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B. Win rate per 50 trades
Win rate of 55%
C. Reward to Risk Ratio
Risk reward ratio of 2 to 1
D. Risk Management Rules
Cut losses if position loses 15%, only sell Friday’s
between 3:30 EST and 3:34 EST
II.

Position Sizing

20% position sizing
( One fifth to one quarter of account balance )
III.

Position Management

Automatically set 30 to 40% targets on entry
IV.

Work Hours

Friday 3:30- 3:34 EST

V.

Stock Selection

TIP’s Proprietary Algorithm (See TIP Courses)
VI.

Documentation

•
Save Screen of the stock chart with timeframe
and pattern
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•
Record volume, outstanding shares, relative
volume, and catalyst
•
Record date, ticker, purchase price and action
taken
But first, to start, it’s important to understand what
numbers you should be tracking to measure the
performance of your investments. You will want to keep
track of four key numbers:
•
•
•
•

6BAverage Hold time
7BWin / Loss Percentage
Reward to Risk Ratio
9BReturn on Investment (ROI)

Here’s a description of each of these Indicators:
Average Hold Time
13BIf you buy into two companies as an investment, and you
hold one for three years and one for four years, your
average hold time is 3.5 years.
134BThere are four steps to calculating Average Hold Time.
135BFirst, calculate the hold time of each investment position
held by calculating the difference between the day you
bought the stock and the day you sold it. (in the example
above, 3 years and 4 years).
136BStep 2 is to calculate the number of trades made (i.e. 2
trades).
137BStep 3 is to add up all the time you were in the positions (
i.e. 3 + 4 = 7).
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138BFinally, you divide the sum of the time (Step 3) by the
number of positions ( i.e. 7 / 2 = 3.5 ).
139BThat’s average hold time.
140BWin – Loss percentage
14BLet’s say you made 25% in one position and you lost 50%
in the other It doesn’t matter how much money was won
or lost, that’s covered when we calculate the Reward to
Risk Ratio next. This win percentage is just the number of
winning trades over the number of total trades. ( i.e. 1
winning trade / 2 total = 50% winners ).
142BThe losing percentage would be the same because there
were the same amount of winning trade as losing trades
(i.e. 1 losing trade / 2 total = 50% Losers). The Win – Loss
Percentage in this example would be 50 % W / 50% L.
Reward to Risk Ratio
145BThis ratio can be calculated by taking your average gains
in your winning trades and dividing by your average losses
in your losing trades.
Let’s say you invested $2,000 in the first trade and lost
50% or $1,000 AND you invested $1,000 in your second
trade and you made 25% or $250. Your reward to risk ratio
would be $250/ $1,000 = 0.25.
146BReturn on Investment (ROI)
147BHere’s where Position Sizing can make this calculation
more complex. You can’t just add up each individual ROI
and divide by two, unless the position sizes are the same.
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148BIf you invested $2,000 in the losing trade, and only $1,000
in the winning trade, you are not comparing apples to
apples. If you lost 50% of $2,000, you would have $1,000.
If you were up 25% with $1,000, you would have $1,250.
Add up the ending amounts ($1,000 + $1,250 = $2,250)
and divide by the original (i.e. $2,250 / $3,000 = 75%).
149BWhen the ROI is negative, the number will be below 100%.
Take 75% and subtract from 100% to get the percentage
you lost. I.e. 75% - 100% = -25%, also shown like this:
(25%) .
150BIf the end amount was $4,000 and you started with $3,000,
the ROI would be + 33%. Here’s the math:
4/3 = 1.33 or 133%. 133% - 100% = 33% ROI.
You minus 100% because this represents the original
amount.
Here are the four numbers as they ended in our 2020 Stock
Market Case Study:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Average Hold Time: 11.54 days
Win / Loss %: 61.5% W / 38.5% L
Reward to Risk Ratio: 1.46:1
ROI: +183.98% YTD

The timeframe was one year. The study opened 53 trades
and closed 51. These numbers were based on the close
prices on 31 Dec 2020 for the two positions still open. You
can download our track record here.
156BWe have been able to achieve this Return on Investment
with little time spent, and we will help you to do the same.
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158BKeeping track of these four key numbers is what gave us
the confidence to continue to risk hard-earned money in
the stock market. Once you understand your numbers,
you’ll be able to confidently move money around without
fear or hesitation.
159BTo be successful at planning, at goal setting, at learning to
control your mind, and at tracking important information,
you will definitely need to be organized. Let’s work on those
skills next.
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CHAPTER III

ORGANIZATION
The Keystone

160BStart with small changes at first, such as getting one thing
at a time off your desk. See if you can make just one small
change every day and you will discover quickly that
everything will get easier for you. You may not have a clean
desk tomorrow, however if you can put away one thing a
day, you will have a clean desk in no time.
16BWhy is a clean desk important? Or a clean room? Or a
clean mind? Or a clean kitchen? Fair questions. The
answers: because it is easier to function in a more orderly
environment.
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162BHave you ever tried to cook is a messy kitchen? It makes
the process so much more difficult.
163BHere is an efficient way of managing your environment:
164BWhen you pick something up, take care of it right away
and if you can’t take care of it right away, don’t pick it up
and schedule a time to do it before it consumes more time.
165BTouch it once and take care of it. Clean as you go is the
best strategy in the kitchen and also in your mind.
16BOrganization helps you to become a great Investor. We’ve
already discussed some of the information you will want to
keep track of and there is much more. Learning to take
good notes on important details is incredibly helpful. Did
you know that you are seven times more likely to remember
something when you write it down? When you write it
down, use color. You are 60% more likely to remember a
note if it’s written in color.
167BThose are the reasons I use the good old-fashioned blue
pen and notebook. Yes, I do get teased sometimes.
I used to feel weird taking out my notebook and pen, but
now, I love it. On a few occasions, people have actually
approached me to ask about them. Mystery can be
attractive.
Phones are great tools, however, if you do not control the
time you are on your phone, your phone can end up
controlling you.
For me, using tools apart from my phone for organization
has worked out well. In addition to a notebook, I use a
pocket-sized planner that goes out two years. The two-year
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planner has helped me to connect between shorter and
longer-term goals in a way I couldn’t before. I feel like I can
literally hold my future in my hands.
Write down your life’s goals and desires in the front of your
planner. This can help to keep motivation high. 172BIn the back
of the planner, try writing what you are prepared to give to
attain your goal, such as
“I will give ____ amount of time each week.”
“I will invest _____ amount each week.”
Read the front and back of your planner twice daily, once
when you wake up and once before you go to sleep. This
should keep your Purpose paramount.
173BAs you read and repeat, try to imagine, believe, and feel
yourself already having achieved your dreams and deep
desires. This can change lives when done correctly.
174BEmerson said, “Though we travel the world seeking the
beautiful, we must carry it with us, or we find it not.”
Carry your Planner with you.
175BYou never know when some great information or
opportunity might come your way. If you’re not prepared,
it might slip away. Be prepared by having what you need
with you at all times.
Save your digital files on the cloud. Examples would be
Google Drive or Dropbox. You need to be able to access
your most important files from anywhere. Create a file
saving system so all your documents are categorized and
organized so you can access them quickly. This can consist
of a folder common folder structure like as follows:
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Main folder structure:

These are the main areas of your business.
One level in contains the following folders:
Accounting
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Alerts (this is specific to our Company)

Business
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Education

Marketing
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And lastly, is Tools. This is for ease of access when I am
doing one-on-one systems Demonstrations.
Tools

======
End example of structure digital folders.
176BGet the tools that you need to succeed and organize them.
Know how to easily access them at anytime from anywhere
and use them.
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184BOrganization will help set you free. It’s just one thing,
however it’s important for everything else. Once you have
an idea as to the structure of everything, you can begin to
fill in gaps in information. For this, please see the best Intel
I could pull to explain how to understand how and why the
markets work so you can master your operations.
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CHAPTER IV

TIME MANAGEMENT
52 Time Saving Ideas

Time Saving Idea #1
Research Time Management
Most people don’t have time for this, which is why you
should do this. Most people will never have time for this
because they don’t do it.
Some great books on the subject are “Time Management
Magic” by Lee Cockerell, “The One-Minute Manager” by
Ken Blanchard and Spencer Johnson, and of course the
epic “Four Hour Work Week” by Tim Ferriss.
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TSI #2
Abbv
If you can accomplish the same result with less, do it.
Abbreviate when writing.
TSI#3
Visualize your daily events the night before
This sounds obvious, yet rarely do we take the time to think
through our day before the beginning of it. Once we get
going, it’s easy to get distracted and overlook key events
that are key to bring the big picture together.
Michael Jordan, Lady Gaga, Tony Robbins… These are just
some celebrities that use visualization to enhance their
performance. It can do more than that though. It can save
you time too.
“Every time I feel tired while exercising and training, I close
my eyes to see that picture, to see that list with my name.
This usually motivates me to work again.” - Michael
Jordan.
MJ visualized his name on the team list to remind him of
when he was younger and his name appeared on the team
list before being drafted into the NBA. It’s rumored MJ
made more free throws in his mind then he did on the
court.
Here’s a small example of how visualization saved me time.
I was visiting a friend in New York who had a hotel room
for the weekend. I was bringing her a bottle of wine to
celebrate her arrival.
As I was packing for the trip, I went through my packing
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checklist as usual. I seemingly had everything, but I had
some extra time, so I began to imagine a perfect night
together. I walked through - in my mind - how everything
was going to play out. When I got to the wine, I realized I
wouldn’t be able to open the bottle without a bottle opener.
Right then and there, I put one in my bag. Had I not
visualized that taking place, I would have likely not
remembered such a minor detail.
I can think of countless other times similar to this where I
have saved myself time, money and embarrassment from
visualizing what was about to take place.
TSI#4
Painstaking order of operations
There is always a critical path, which is defined by the
fastest way to your end result. The critical path highlights
the critical time-sensitive activities required to get the job
done by lining them on a chart from start to finish. The
only way you can shorten the timeframe of an activity is to
go through in painstaking detail what needs to happen.
This will consume MORE time up front; however, the end
result is worth it. For example, when I first started cutting
my own hair, it took me close to two hours when it was all
said and done after the clean up and everything. Now,
because I have a routine and I know the critical path of
activities, it takes just 20 minutes. I’m estimating I save an
hour a month and the price of the cut.
TSI#5
Strategize
Think through how and why you are going to do something.
The key here is not to overlook the why. Sometimes you
can skip over activities that don’t really contribute to the
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end result you desire. Just because you can do something,
does not mean you should do it. Ask yourself, “Is this
helping me get to where I want to go the fastest?”
TSI#6
4 min rule
You’ll be surprised what you can accomplish in just four
minutes. Any less may not pay off and any more, well, you
know.
If you can’t spend the full time needed to do something,
spend four minutes on it. This will most likely give you
some ideas to strategize and visualize the best way to
accomplish the task either faster or easier in the future.
TSI#7
Touch it once
Be mindful about how you place things in your house, car,
desk, mind, etc.
When you move something, either file it away or store it in
a place that makes sense. I.e. Phone bill, put it in a folder
labeled ‘Expenses’ & '2020' and store it in a cabinet at your
desk labelled ‘Accounting’.
Ideally, you want to ‘touch it once’ and think long term
enough that the decision won’t be weighing on you at all in
the future. Decision fatigue can drain you physically and
mentally. That is why Steve Jobs wore a turtleneck and
jeans every day. He wanted it to be automatic.
Block out some time to think about the physical space
available to you and try to organize your assets in a way
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that makes sense. If you can categorize it all too, that’s
even better.
TSI#8
Use Checklists
Dr. Atul Gawande is famous for his research on checklists.
In his book “Checklist Manifesto”, Dr. Gawande tells one
story about the Army testing its new Model 299 plane.
During a test run, the plane stalled and crashed in a fiery
explosion. It was determined that the crash was a result of
“pilot error.” This aircraft was much more complex than
previous aircraft, and it was thought that perhaps the pilot
was not able to keep track of all steps necessary to keep
the plane in the air.
The pilot needed to attend to the four engines, a retractable
landing gear, new wing flaps, electric trim tabs needed
adjustment to maintain control at different airspeeds, and
constant-speed propellers whose pitch had to be regulated
with hydraulic controls, among other features.
In trying to solve the problem, the Army considered several
things. Could additional training prevent pilot error? Major
Hill (the pilot in the crash) was a highly experienced pilot.
Therefore, more training was thrown out as a possible
solution. Instead, the Army came up with the idea of
assembling a pilot’s checklist with a step-by-step
procedure for takeoff, flight, landing and taxiing.
With checklists in hand, pilots went on to fly 1.8 million
miles without one accident. The Army ultimately ordered
thirteen thousand of these planes, which it later dubbed
the B-17. The Army gained a decisive air advantage in
World War II which enabled its devastating campaign
against Nazi Germany.
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That’s not the only story Dr. Gawande provides that back
up the fact that CHECKLISTS SAVE LIVES.
He also gives an example of checklists being implemented
in a hospital setting. In 2006, researchers at Johns
Hopkins University published the results of a program that
was instituted in nearly every intensive care unit in
Michigan.
It was a simple five-step checklist designed to prevent
certain hospital infections. The results were stunning.
Within three months of using the checklist, the rate of
bloodstream infections fell by two-thirds. The Intensive
Care Units cut their infection rates from 4 percent to zero.
Over 18 months, the program saved more than 1,500 lives
and nearly $200 million.
TSI#9
Notice more
I learned this from Jim Cathcart’s life-changing book he
wrote in 2017 called The Acorn Principle.
TSI#10
Have themed day of the week
This helps bring some order to a seemingly chaotic stream
of events.
I.e. Monday – Writing
Tuesday – Reading
Wed – Content
Thurs – Hiring
Friday – Alerts
Sat – Web updates
Sun – rest
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TSI#11
Get used to saying “No.” and don’t be afraid to say it
It’s not an aggressive hard NO. It’s a soft No. You’re not
going to do it because you have scheduled something else
more important that will actually get you to your goal
sooner.
TSI #12
Daily routine write outs
If it’s something you do everyday, it makes sense to write
out the exact order of activities that is fastest or most
efficient.
The most relatable example I have is the shower / getting
ready routine:
Morning Routine

Time

Wake up

1

Make bed

2

Bathroom

5

Brush teeth

2

Hydrate

2

Meditate

5

Sit-ups

3

push-ups

3

pull-ups

3

post video
wash face

3
1

Walk Heidi

10

Work out

25

Cool off

5
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Heidi food/water

3

shower

4

shave

3

rubbing alc

1

deodorant

1

underwear

1

socks

1

undershirt

1

breakfast (cereal)

5

shirt

1

Tie

2

pants

1

shoes

1

belt

1

jacket

1

lunch

1

pack / pockets

1

Walk to work

10

Total time (min)

109

Total time (hrs)

1.82

And to get really technical, it starts the night before…
Night before

Time

Socks

1

Underwear

1

Undershirt

1

Shirt

1

Tie

1

Suit

1

Belt

1
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Shoes

1

work out cloths 1
work out socks
work out towel

1
1

Charge phones

1

Line up video

3

Drink water

2

Lunch prep

2

Tea

15

Shower

5

Pajamas

2

Meditate

10

Brush teeth
Total time
(min)

2
53

Total time (hrs) 0.9
And in the middle is the Daily Order of operations which
outlines your critical path (see Day Planning in Chapter 2).
Daily Order of Ops

Time

Daily Checklist

5

Plan Day

45

Schedule Leave

5

Two week outlook

15

Check calendar

5

Check work email

15

Schedule Meetings

15

Input time

15

Check project funds

15

Request funds
Action Item 1

15
45
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Action Item 2

45

Action Item 3

45

Action Item 4

45

Action Item 5

45

Action Item 6

45

Personal Dev.

30

Course work

120

Job Applications

30

Resume writing

30

Cover letter writing

30

Proposal Writing

30

RFI's

15

Troubleshooting

15

Audiobook

30

Total time (min)

745

Total time (hrs)

12.4

TSI#13
Plan to plan
One of the most important things to nail early is the time
you’re going to block out for planning. The first time is
always the hardest and will require the most effort.
Consistently do it long enough and after 30 days or so, it
will become like second nature and you’ll begin to start
seeing the time saving paying off little by little.
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TSI#14
Plan your day. List your activities, number the priority,
label the time slot.
Here’s an example:

See Chapter 2, Planning for more detailed steps.
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TSI#15
Plan your weeks
Weekly planning is often overlooked. Most people don’t
have a three week lookahead. They may know when their
vacation is planned a couple months from now, however,
they haven’t set clear goals for the immediate weeks ahead.
Tracking weekly progress will keep you on schedule to
fulfill your big dreams sooner.
TSI#16
Plan your months
Similar to planning your weeks, having BIG monthly
milestones laid out for each month staring you in the face
on your calendar can be a big motivating factor for you.
Here’s an example:
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TSI#17
Plan your quarter
Quarterly planning (every three months) is for bigger
milestones and financial reflections. You want to reflect on
the last quarter and compile financial reports and
statements of performance on a quarterly basis. Also,
setting goals for the next quarter to come based on the last
quarter’s performance while accounting for any increases
in efficiency which may increase your ending value.
TSI#18
Plan your years
Don’t let your life slip by. Write down one big goal you want
to accomplish every year for the next five years. Make the
goals BIG and specific. I’m planning a New Zealand trip in
2025. I feel like just having something to look forward to
helps keep me motivated and excited for the future. Where
have you always wanted to go or what have you always
wanted to do, but just don’t have the time right now? Add
it to your Five-year Plan now.

TSI#19
Plan the rest of your life
Think back from the end of the most successful life you
can imagine. What did you do? Think back each decade
starting with the last. What did you do in your 90’s, 80’s
or 70’s? What needs to happen between now and then for
you to have no regrets about how you spend your time in
between. At the end of your life, when you think back to
today and the time in between, are you going to regret not
doing something between now and then? Is there
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something you can plan to do now or in the upcoming
decades to prevent any bad feelings of regret?
Have a retirement plan and understand how and why it’s
works for you. Schedule a call to get a free customized plan
that outlines your money goals for the future.
TSI#20
Invest in yourself
Buy what you need that are going to accelerate things for
you. Whatever it is that will save time just by investing a
little money. Maybe it’s a faster computer or something
that lets you shower a little faster (soap pump or loofa
maybe). Invest a reasonable percentage of your income on
things that will save a significant amount of time. I took a
Financial Accounting class for $2,000 to understand
Accounting better so I could do my taxes faster and with
higher confidence. Accounting is out of scope of this book,
however, here is a link to one course video we made about
Accounting to help students understand Accounting
better. This is a sneak peek at our new High Stakes Trading
market education course.
TSI#21
Buy yourself time
Don’t agree to ridiculous deadlines or rush important
events. If it’s important enough, schedule enough time out
so you’re doing it right without being rushed. When you’re
rushed, that’s when things start going wrong.
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TSI#22
Don’t hesitate
Hesitation and procrastination are the devil’s play pin.
People respect when someone knows what they want and
they go after it. If you want it, go for it. If you are willing to
pay the amount asked, buy it. Decisiveness is a key trait
of the ultra-successful leaders throughout history. When
you get caught up on something, think about how and why
you’re hesitating and ask yourself, “Is this warranted or if
it an irrational fear or worry that can be dismissed?” Often
it’s the ladder. Proceed with caution and think in terms of
outcomes of the best and worst case scenarios that may
follow your decision. Often there is nothing to fear and the
sooner you act, the sooner you’ll get what you want.
TSI#23
Don’t linger
Ever once in a while, I catch myself lingering around…
maybe it’s a store I have everything I went there for or just
a friends house that I’ve overstayed my welcome. That’s
fine if you’re enjoying yourself and have nothing to do.
However, there’s usually always something important to do
if you’ve planned it right. You have to go because you have
important things to do. Godspeed.
TSI#24
Sleep less
I originally had this as ‘Don’t sleep,’ however some people
got upset. Sleep an hour less if you don’t like where you
are in life right now. It’s more important to have your life
in order than for you sleep to be in order. If you replace an
hour of sleep with an hour of something that makes you
feel good, this can actually be energizing and you can work
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through the night on occasion without even thinking about
it. It’s better to get ahead now and accelerate your dreams
as fast as possible whenever practical. If you like your sleep
too much, it’s likely that no one is going to stop you. Dream
on my friend!
TSI#25
Skip meals
Also had to revise this from ‘Don’t eat’ after some negative
feedback. Often, I don’t have time to eat. It’s just not in the
schedule. I’ll eat a big meal or maybe nothing at all. When
you’re able to get in the Zone with your work, everything
else just fades away. How bad do you want it?
TSI#26
Wear the same thing every day
Not the exact same clothes! Multiple of the same thing so
you don’t have to think about what your going to wear, just
what pair of it. Have a go to outfit that fits most work
occasions. Personally I choose a blue suit, white shirt, no
tie business casual. If you enjoy dressing up, have fun!
TSI#27
Stop watching TV
Don’t watch less, just stop watching it all together unless
it’s something you really enjoy and brings you great
happiness. The only exceptions would be documentaries or
other shows you learn from. Ideally, you want specific
information particularly useful to you in your chosen line
of work, right?
The average American watches 4.5 hours of television a
day. It his classic book, “The Essence of Success,” Earl
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Nightengale says if you just spend one hour a day
researching one specific field, you can become an
international expert in that field in just seven years. I’ve
found this to be true. I do find myself somewhat of an
international expert of stock trading if you want to learn.
TSI#28
Don’t get lost in the mirror
Except to check how you look for anything major, get back
to work!
The only thing you should see in the mirror is your
audience of millions of screaming fans demanding you
fulfill your life’s purpose and go out there to perform your
dream job. Henry David Thoreau once wrote, “Maturity is
when your mirrors turn into windows.”
TSI#29
Don’t overindulge in food or beverages
Hang overs from food or beverages are a terrible time killer.
If you drink, do your thing, no one’s going to stop you. But
when you have important things to do, make sure you can
still function at a high level. We have important work to do
here laying out the fastest path to your dreams. Being alert
and in a good mood to do the work can be a blessing. If you
love to drink, knock yourself out.
TSI#30
Thought slays
It’s the idea to just shut a thought down right away
because it’s not aligned with your goals and expectations.
I’ve successfully used this a bunch of times to get a better
outcome. I.e. I’ll think about leaving the gym five minutes
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early and just kill the thought and push on through. Our
limits are usually well beyond what we aim to achieve, so
increasing your expectations will likely get you to your
desired outcomes faster. We don’t achieve our greatest
dreams; we achieve our minimum standards we set for
ourselves.
This is a skill that you need to perfect through meditation.
I like to imagine I’m at the controls of a huge city power
grid and I pull the giant level to power everything off and
with it, goes all my own energy to where I am calm and
thoughtless. No care or worry in the world. What world?
This is how you can effectively mitigate stress and anxiety
in tense and high pressure environments. Everytime one
of my real problematic thoughts emerges during
meditation, I slay it.

TSI#31
Meditate
Meditation can save time because it can bring clarity. The
clearer your mind, the more efficient, effective, and decisive
you can be. Being calm and collected can increase inner
peace, happiness, and good health.
There are also many health benefits related to less stress
and anxiety. In addition, meditation is known to have a
reversal effect on biological aging. A study published in the
Intl. Journal of Neuroscience showed meditation increases
skin elasticity, sexual responsiveness, the auditory
threshold, vision, and memory.4
Wallace, R., The effects of the transcendental meditation and TSIsidhi program on the aging process, International Journal of
Neuroscience, Informa UK Limited © 1981

4
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When done correctly, meditation can effectively remove all
pressure and stress to where you are living worry-free. 94%
of all worries are all for not, meaning they involve
something irrelevant that never comes into play. If only 6%
of worries are substantiated, why worry about the
anything? Forget all your cares and worries and gain
clarity and order in your own life by thinking about
nothing.
Bringing order to your mind will do wonders for your work,
your health, and your relationships. Most of us don’t live
in isolation, so how we feel inside ripples out into the world
around us. When we have a bad day, we can inadvertently
bring others down.
Another benefit of meditation is an increased ability to
focus. When you become good at meditating, you will
realize you can master other things much faster, because
you’ll possess a greater understanding of and ability to
focus.
TSI#32
Answer emails only at set times
Most people agree that you need to be constantly checking
your email to survive in the world and this may be true. My
argument is that you don’t need to respond right away
unless you LITERALLY are a first responder. God bless you
heroes. I can’t thank first responders enough for what you
do.
I see a lot of people get this wrong. They constantly react
all day and just go into a spiral of chaos from the start.
Don’t react. Act intentionally and strategically according to
your carefully laid out action items in their time blocks. We
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know what to do with our time and we have little time for
anything else. Don’t bother me unless its important.
And if it’s urgent, see if you can fit it in, but don’t
immediately jump to it without considering your most
important things to do that day.
TSI#33
Develop standard practices
Focus on the things you do the most. Think about the most
time intensive and complex activities that you do. Break
the activity down to its simplest and most basic elements.
Define every little feature of the activity.
Here’s an example of the Standard Operation Procedure we
created to trade stocks:
Current SOP for TIP Text Alerts (FY21)
Sources
www.Finviz.com
TIP built three custom stock screeners in Finviz Elite (
Contact for Access )
The first we named the Convexity List. The second is the
Swing List and the third is the High Risk list.
Each screener sorts all 7,500 publicly traded stocks in a
different order depending on some basic numbers. The
Convexity List sorts stocks by 52 week highs, meaning the
stocks closest to highs or through the 52 week highs. This
list is extremely helpful to spot breakout trends.
Next is the swing list. This list is the stocks up most week
over week, so it’s sorted by the Weekly stock performance.
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This screener (Finviz) is awesome by the way. Highly
recommended!
The High Risk list is the stocks up most on the day. We
tend to trend carefully with this list, hence the name.
The rough criteria we use to filter out the stocks to trade
are as follows:
•
Market caps in between $100 M and $2B
This is mainly because under $100M and it’s looking really
small and risky and anything larger than 2B has likely
been discovered already and the larger companies tend to
move slower (less volatility).
•
Volume over 1 M with Average Volume of over
300K
You need an active stock so there is enough liquidity to get
in and out of the trade without losing too much money to
the Bid-Ask spread, which is just the difference between
the Sale Price (Bid) and the Buy Price (Ask).
•

Relative Volume over 1.0

We want to see stocks with higher-than-normal volume,
which may indicate increased Retail Investor interest.
Ideally, we want to see above 2 (indicating 2X relative
volume), however for the screening criteria, we only filter
out anything under 1.0.
•

Price over $1

We consider stocks under $1 as penny stocks and tend to
avoid in most circumstances.
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Then, we hover over the tickers to see a chart preview.

We pull up stock charts that have familiar positive patterns
and compare the best charts. Then, we compare the
Volume data of each company as a percentage of the total
company (more on this in the Strategy Chapter). The tenpoint checklist for entering a trade is as follows:

•

>30% range in the last week (up more than 30% at
one point within last week)

•
•
•
•

Volume over 1 mil, Avg vol over 300K

•
•

Catalyst for price move

Relatively high volume >1.3
Price Momentum on Daily chart

Vetted – No Reverse Stock Splits, Lawsuits or Bad
Press
Uptrend on daily chart and 15 min chart.
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•
•

Good reputation / fundamentals

•

Common Sense check – Does this trade fit the times?

Sanity check of previous news – Do they pump out
repeat news?

Then, we select five best charts that best match set criteria.
Here’s the weighted Algorithm we came up with to
objectively rank the top performers:

Weight
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05

Excel Algo
Technical
ranking (1-10)
Demand
ranking (1-10)
Catalyst
ranking (1-10)
Character
ranking (1-10)
Physics
ranking (1-10)
Reward to Risk
ranking (1-10)
Relative
Strength

Stock1

Stock2

Stock3

Stock4

Stock5

10

10

8

9

7

10

5

7

5

7

2

2

5

5

1

1

7

5

7

5

10

10

6

4

10

1

5

7

5

1

7.85

7.65

7.05

7.15

6.05

TSI#34
Follow standard practices
It’s not enough to create them or have them. You have to
use them.
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TSI#35
Outsource time consuming jobs
Outsource any job that you can pay someone less than you
get paid per hour. I.e. Let’s say you make $40 an hour. It
would take you 8 hours to clean your house. You could pay
someone $250 to clean your whole house. It would cost you
8 x $40 = $320, therefore you should pay to have your
house cleaned for $250. This will end up saving you $70.
Unless you love cleaning, it will cost you money to do it.
TSI#36
Increase shower speed
Don’t wait for the hot water. Just jump in. This is the best
way to start and end a day and it speeds up shower time.
Soap that you can pump out onto a loofa is what I found
to be the fastest way to clean my body. Maybe there is a
better faster way for you though. Think about it.
TSI#37
Speed up emptying dishwasher
Sorry in advance if you don’t have a dishwasher but think
in generalities for a second as I’m sure you’ve likely done
this activity once or twice. If you can outsource this
completely, that is best; but if you can’t, then find ways to
speed up unloading your dishwasher. You can group
similar silverware together so you can just grab them by
the hand full after you heat dry. You can load it the same
‘best’ way every time, so it is automatic. You can pull out
the bottom drawer first when unloading, so any water on
the top doesn’t drip down to wet the lower rack which will
require extra dry time. Things like that.
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TSI#38
Keep a record book
This is a time and money saver. It helps account for all
your assets and you go back in one place and look to see
exactly when you acquired what. It’s a good place to track
all your transactions and money.
TSI#39
Keep good records
It’s not enough to have it, just like the planner. You have
to use it everyday which requires carrying it with you. This
is where 97% of people say, “Not worth it.” Don’t be that
person. Get the record book, believe in it’s value and it will
save you more time than you could have imagined in your
wildest dreams.
TSI#40
Keep a Planner
Bring a two year planner around with you and make plans.
It’s nice to have one place to document all your future
events. Phones are not really ideal because you can’t visual
the year all that well. Also, phones are now immediate
distractions and time killers. They can cause lost time by
taking your attention away right at that moment you
remember something important. A minute saved is a
minute earned. Don’t get distracted. Focus on your definite
major purpose written in the front of your two year
planner.
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TSI#41
Keep a clean house
This is a metaphor. Generally speaking, how you are in one
thing is how you are in everything. Keep a clean house,
clean desk, clean mind, etc. When you leave you desk ever
day, schedule time to clear off your desk to it’s spotless.
Let me tell a personal story to hammer this home.
As an Engineer, a cluttered desk is a sign that you’re busy
and you have important things to do. When I worked in
Philadelphia circa 2010, I did not have a clean desk. I had
a messy desk. I had a messy house too. Messy car. Messy
mindset. Unclear purpose.
So, one day I got fed up with myself and decided I needed
a change. I volunteered to go to Afghanistan as an Engineer
with my work.
Thankfully, I took a life gamble and it paid off, perhaps just
not how I expected it to. I thought the Engineering aspect
of the job was going to be the most valuable experience.
What I learned about Time Management, Operating
Procedures and Organization was more valuable than the
Engineering.
For me, just getting overseas was extremely painful and
difficult. It had nothing to do with the fear of leaving a safe
country to enter a war zone. Looking back, I was generally
disorganized and not very mindful of my daily actions
leading up to the big move.
I was getting ready to leave for the six-months, and the
time leading up to the deployment flew by. I couldn’t plan
or even think that far ahead. I knew I wasn't prepared but
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there was nothing I could do because I was trying my
absolute best. Unprepared for life.
When I had just twenty days until the Departure Day, I
remember thinking, I’m in real trouble with all the shit I
need to do to deploy without a hitch. Tie up loose financial
ends, go to the dentist and doctors, and strategically pack
about fifty pounds worth of my gear to carry with me for
the next six months.
When the week came, I was slightly short of a frantic mess.
Paying parking tickets, writing out my will and testament,
getting my house in order. I didn’t have a packing list at
the time, so I guess I just hoped to God I remembered
everything. I remember getting my toiletry bag ready about
half an hour before I was going to airport to leave for good.
Once I was there though - boots on ground - things just
kind of stopped. I had to make do with whatever I had. I
was completely disconnected from friends and family, and
I really had some time to reflect on my life and how I can
be better prepared next time, if there was a next time.
The engineers I met over there were World Class and I was
generally impressed with the Army. It’s a good thing they
were all on point because lives were literally at stake.
I met a Mr. Boyd who was a great role model for me. He
held a position above my pay grade and taught me why I
should keep a clean desk. It’s funny, thinking back, that I
needed to go to a warzone to learn about key organization
skills. Back in Philly, a clean desk was a sign that you
needed work (so I just kept shit on it). I soon learned a
clean desk can signify expert organizational skills, rather
than lack of work.
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Mr. Boyd told me it was not easy getting to this level, but
now he does not leave his desk at night until it is
completely clean of all plans and papers. At first, it took
him hours and he would be there until 7 PM or later. He
explained this was the only way he could be 100%
confident he had taken care of all given tasks. Anytime I
needed something from him, he was able to access it
quickly because all of his files were neatly categorized and
organized. A strategic way that takes way more time up
front, but it’s all worth it in the end.
I happen to notice another co-worker, nick-named Kia,
attending to her emails. Kia had three messages is in her
inbox and I remember thinking, ‘Did she just get here?’
No., she didn’t just get there. I later learned she filed all
her emails at the end of the day so she didn’t miss any
important actions. Smart!
I knew I needed to do things differently back home. I left
my desk and drawers a mess. I probably had thousands of
unread emails in my Inbox. All the sudden, a few good
mentors started showing me what operational excellence
looked like. So, I started trying to keep up which was a
definite struggle at first. I had to research, study and put
in the work to do more than what was expected.
Everything pointed me toward taking action through
Planning, Organizing, and Strategizing. Yet, I still couldn’t
pull myself to the level I wanted to be at.
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That’s about when I was taking a helicopter from the city
of Bagram about an hour West to the Bamiyan province.
This was a beautiful place worth the trip. This is a picture
from a trip we made to the Band-e-amir lakes nearby.

The base there was a remote outpost. It was mostly New
Zealand troops but there were about five Americans
stationed there. I was lucky enough to walk through the
holes in the mountains where – until they were blown up –
were the largest statues of Buddha in the world. Small perk
for signing on for the job.
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In 2001, the Taliban blew up the 6th and 8th centuries
statues with rocket launchers. The locals were devastated.
The people of Bamiyan were grateful for the American
presence because they knew the Americans were at war
with the Taliban. It’s very tribal over there. They also knew
we wanted to preserve what was left of the ancient ruins in
Bamiyan that go as far back as Genghis Khan (check out
the City of Screams if you have time).
When I finally returned home from my first deployment in
one piece, most things went back to normal. Same old
unorganized life. I started to get a little disgusted with
myself again though, which was exactly the small fire I
needed. I didn’t exactly know how to change everything at
that moment because I was still missing some key skills.
I remember looking at my basement in Collingwood, NJ
and feeling overwhelmed. It was packed full or the most
random crap you can imagine, from an old punching bag
to an empty keg. There was even a large 10-pound ammo
casing from one of the first World Wars down there from
the previous owner.
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Thinking back, all of these items were taking up valuable
space in my house (and my mind) and were actually
weighing me down.
The changes happened little by little. In the case of the
basement, I began removing items literally one thing at a
time. It wasn’t immediate. Little by little, day by day, I
would change something small. I tried to only touch things
once. I either threw it out or put it in a permanent place
that made sense. A place where I could easily access it if I
needed it in the future.
TSI #42
Keep a clean car
You can tell a lot about a person by the cleanliness of their
car. We’re not talking about the car itself here, we’re
talking about the condition of the interior and how it’s
kept.
TSI#43
Keep a clean room
Make your bed when you get out of it. This may help get
into a clean mindset for the day.
Don’t just throw things anywhere in your room. Have an
orderly room so you can easily find whatever you need.
Your life depends on it. This is that important.
TSI#44
Keep a clean workspace
It doesn’t matter where you work as long as you have
enough clear space to think through new projects. This will
require extra effort up front; however, the payoff is worth
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it. Keep a clean desk so you always have a fresh start to
each day.
TSI#45
Implement Batch Processing
This is sort of like themed days of the week, in that you
want to set aside a specific time to group together similar
activities.
For example, when you post jobs for a position, rather than
taking time out to respond to each of the applicants as they
come in, you gather all the applicants on Friday and send
a mass email telling them the next steps.
TSI#47
Clean as you go
This is a strategy implemented by many to reduce
accidents in the work place and increase hygiene and
health. It can also save time. An easy example of this is to
wash off dinner plates while the food is fresh. If you wait
an hour or two, all the sudden the food is caked on and it
can take twice as long to clean the same dishes.
TSI#48
Organize your belongings
It’s not enough to possess the assets you need. You also
need to easily locate and retrieve the assets when they are
needed. To do this, it helps to have your possessions
categorized and organized in an orderly fashion.
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TSI#49
Automate your Investments
This can be done in a number of ways. You can contribute
automatically on a weekly or bi-weekly to fund an
investment account. You can set limit orders to buy and
sell securities at certain levels that it just makes sense.
These orders can be set ‘Good Til Cancel’ (GTC) and will
execute if the price you specify is met in the next 90 days.
Set up your moves to execute automatically when positions
reach certain levels (more on this in Strategy Chapter).
TSI#50
Create a packing list
This is primarily meant for overnight trips and vacations
away from home.
Here is mine to spark some ideas…
Packing List
Keys / Wallet / Phone
Passport
ID / License
Money
Travel Orders
Reservations
Shirts
Button downs
Pants
Underwear
White T-shirt
Socks
Phone Charger
Sneakers / Dress shoes
Work Stuff
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Laptop
Laptop Charger
Chromebook
Chrome Charger
Mesh shorts/workout clothes
Headphones
Sunglasses
Ties
Belts
Water
Batteries
Cards
Video Remote
Laser pointer
Drone / Charger for drone
HDMI Cable
Toiletries
Toothbrush / toothpaste
Deodorant
Tissues
Eye drops
Nail Clippers
Q-tips
Razor
Floss
Excedrin
Shoe
Remote
Restless legs meds
Scissors
Protection
Dog List
Towel
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Toys
Cage
Bags
Treats
Food
Leash
Pillows
Beach list
Sunscreen
Chairs
Umbrella
Bathing Suits
Cold weather list
Gloves
Hat
TSI#51
Watch info videos at 2X speed
Maybe you’re watching a video on Accounting or
Organization. Whatever it is, if it’s a YouTube video, it’s
likely you can increase the play speed and thus decrease
time spent watching. More often than not, I’ve learned I
can absorb most of the information even at 2X regular
speed. If it’s for enjoyment or something of extreme
importance, you may want to concentrate and watch at
regular or 1.5X speed. However, if you’re looking to
accelerate things, kick the video speed up a notch.
TSI#52
Listen to binaural beats
This increases productivity while working. See Mindset
Chapter I.
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CHAPTER V

INTEL
Get the right info

Most of you are probably familiar with supply and demand
in business. It is fairly simple economics. The supply and
demand of the stock market is not much different, but you
need a clear understanding of both the supply and the
demand if you wish to trade and invest with confidence.
186B
Here is the supply and demand of the stock market:
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187BSupply
18B(Shares
189BOutstanding)

Demand
(Buying
Volume)

190B
19BWhen a company is founded, it must set a number of
Outstanding Shares, which represents the company
ownership. These shares may be divided up and sold to
interested Investors.
One key takeaway of this Chapter is the number of Shares
Outstanding is very much an arbitrary number set by (and
free to be adjusted by) the Company’s Board of Directors.
Finviz is an Independent company that tracks the
Outstanding Shares (the supply) and the Volume (the
demand).
20BIf you’re interested in Finviz Elite, here is our Finviz affiliate
link which comes with many perks:
201(https://finviz.com/?a=157516563)
We chose to partner with Finviz because we believe they
have the best stock screeners on the market. A stock
screener is a tool to use to easily sort and filter out publicly
traded companies.
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193BThe number of Outstanding Shares of a company can be
found when searching company info in Finviz. Public
companies are required to report this information.
Here’s an example of Sorrento Therapeutics Shares
Outstanding information back on 15 May 2020 (Ticker
SRNE):

194B

195B
196B
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The Demand is represented by the Volume, found in the
same Column:

197B

The Row labelled Volume is the Daily Volume, and the Row
labelled Avg Volume is the Average Daily Volume over the
last three months.
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198BSometimes, the Daily Volume quite literally goes off the
charts, meaning the daily demand exceeds the entire
supply. This is only possible when shares change hands
more than once that day. In this case, it was more than
once.

The supply was 168.08 Million, yet the shares trading
hands was 502.42 Million. This indicates the entire
company traded hands about three times on this
particular day in May.
This is a good problem to have for Shareholder (usually)
and you can expect to see stock prices go higher after an
event like this.
203BNow that you have an idea of the supply and demand of it
all, let’s go over the basics of a stock chart. The Y Axis is
always the price, and the X Axis is always the time.
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However, you can manipulate the time to show one day,
one week, six months, a year, or even longer.
204BWhen you see a market chart on TV, they will usually show
a single line denoting price movement. This line is drawn
by connecting the close prices of specified time periods (I.e.
Daily Close prices [4 PM EST] ). Here is a daily chart, with
one dot for each daily close price.

205B

Chart Courtesy of ©Stockcharts.com
206B
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I lost a lot of money when I first started playing around in
the markets. As a result, it forced me to examine stock
prices action with a magnifying glass. I found there is
always a range of prices, and just looking at a line graph is
not giving you the whole picture. To see these ranges, you
need a Candlestick Chart. Here is the Candlestick Chart of
the same graph on the previous page:

209B5

Chart Courtesy of ©Stockcharts.com
210BNow you have four points of important data displayed
instead of just one. You can view candlestick charts based
on monthly, weekly, daily, 15-minute interval, five-minute
interval, and even one-minute interval time periods.
21BThe Japanese perfected these candlesticks as an easy way
to visualize price movement over time.
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21B

13B2 Bullish candle
214B (Price goes up)

Bearish candle
(Price goes down)

215BThe candlestick on the left represents a period of positive
gain, and it’s white (or sometimes green). The right
candlestick represents a period where the price fell, and is
filled with red.
216BEach candlestick, or period of time, graphically displays
four key numbers: The period’s Open Price, Close Price,
High and Low. The rectangular body represents everything
in between the open and close price. The lines (or wicks,
hence Candlesticks) extending above and below the body
define the trading period highs and lows, respectively. The
full trading range is from the low to the high.
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217B
218B
The order of the high and low can go in one of two general
waves (shown above). Without zooming in closer, you will
not be able to tell the order of the high and low if you did
not watch its formation. The wave labelled ‘1’ started by
going up and the ‘2’ started by going down. Notice that it’s
the same pattern, just different slices in time. It forms the
same Candle, yet one finishes going up and one finishes
going down.

219BWhen you draw a line from open to close, both 1 and 2 look
the same:
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This is why discovering a Candlestick’s wave pattern can
be a major competitive advantage. When you zoom in to a
smaller timeframe (more on this in Strategy) you can see
the price movement after the fact.
Combinations of candlesticks may alert you to patterns
that are proven to have a higher probability of a certain
outcome.
23BHigh probability outcomes are just that. There is no such
thing as a guarantee in life, that goes for Trading and
Investing as well.
25BTested and proven patterns can increase your odds for
success and help mitigate potential losses. We have tested
and proved certain patterns have more probable outcomes.
For now, we are going to focus on four patterns that we
believe have the highest probability to help you understand
pattern trading TODAY.
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26BHere are the four patterns we look for:
27BThe Hammer

28B
29B

For the Hammer Candle to be reliable, the price movement
needs to be in an extended downtrend occurring over many
periods. A trend - is by definition – not one, but a series of
events (four periods minimum).
230BThe close price in the Hammer candle will also be the
period high. Study the wave movement to the left of the
Hammer Candle and you’ll understand the theory behind
this pattern: it’s basic applied physics. With only one
reversal in the Hammer, the movement is only showing half
of a sine wave pattern.
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231B
23BAs a result, it is logical to expect a continuation of the
upward movement to complete the wave. In our experience,
this outcome happens a good majority of the time.
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23BHere’s how the Hammer pattern looks in the market:
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The (bullish) Kicker
235B

236B

This is as reliable as it gets in terms of pattern trading. A
downtrend followed by a big red candle closing at or near
the low. Then, a gap up, and a bullish candle closing at or
near the high.
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Draw a line between the two close prices. The line is
steepest when there is a Kicker pattern. The probability of
a move higher after a bullish Kicker is - in our experience
- the highest of all patterns.

238B
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Here’s how it looks in the market:

239B

The pattern most often continues because the momentum
switches suddenly, which tends to catch Traders off guard.
240BThe gap up effectively breaks any resonating sine wave
energy potential, thus creating a new fresh wave pattern
with upward trajectory and momentum.
241BAfter the gap up, the resistance becomes the support. The
momentum carries the price higher, like the split second
when a ball is kicked up in the air.
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24BThis pattern may be caused by many different events, or
catalysts. Whatever the reason, it may force the market to
reevaluate the stock price range.
243BAfter a kicker pattern, you can expect prices to float higher
through the upper range. We use this pattern often.
24BFlat Top Breakout

245B
246BConsolidation occurs with higher lows building up to a
clear line of resistance. Imagine the sine waves getting
smaller. The price range continually shrinks from day to
day. This causes energy to build up, like shaking a bottle
of champagne.
247BThe buying pressure builds at a clear level of resistance.
Then, POP. It explodes off higher in no time.
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248BHere’s how it looks in the market on a 15-min chart (each
Candle represents 15-minutes):
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The Bull Flag

2
1

250B

The Golden Rule of Trading is to shoot for twice as much
as you are willing to lose, also known as a ‘Reward to Risk
Ratio’ of 2 to 1. For now, imagine choosing to go after a
target price that is twice as far as your bail out price. Your
‘stop-loss’ level is the level at which you bail out and cut
losses.
We’ll go over this Management Style in detail in the
Strategy Chapter as well as give you tools to easily
calculate the numbers.
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251BHere’s how the Bull Flag pattern looks in the market:

25B
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RETRACEMENT
ORIGINAL
MOVE

253B
254BA movement does not have to retrace. Any move has a
chance to continue. We know from Physics objects in
motion tend to stay in motion. Use the highs and lows as
references to base trade ideas.
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256BFractal patterns appear everywhere, even in nature, like
the seashell and broccoli structures.

257B

Zoom in – even to the microscopic level - and the structural
design of the elements looks the same. It’s truly amazing to
witness zooming out from the microscopic level to see the
big structure looks the same! This is the basis on integrity.
258BSome patterns can go on indefinitely. Pattern recognition
can help to increase your consistency and confidence.
259BBetween the Hammer, the Kicker, the Flat Top Breakout,
and the Bull Flag pattern, you are now equipped with four
proven tools to increase your edge in the market (strictly
from a Technical standpoint).
One last thing before we move on from technicals is
identifying the trends themselves.

261BHere’s what makes an up-trend:
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26BStarting from left to right, the price action runs higher,
then there is a “pullback” to a low. Don’t confuse the
pullback with a trend reversal. Trend reversals are rarer.
264BHere’s how the uptrend looks in the market:

You should be able to draw a line through the highs and
the lows to draw a channel.
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You can tell it’s not a reversal if it doesn’t set a new low.
What makes the uptrend is the higher lows and the higher
highs.

267B
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Now here’s the downtrend, which is exact opposite and just
as important to recognize.

268B
27BStarting from left to right, the price action falls, then there
is a “rally” to a relative high. Don’t confuse the rally with a
trend reversal. What makes the downtrend is the lower
lows and the lower highs.
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270BHere’s how a downtrend looks in the market:

271B
Forget your pride. Often, we get the feeling we don’t want
to be wrong. It’s not about right and wrong. Forget your
feelings. Sell the things in downtrends. Stop the bleeding
before it is too late.
273BNow, let’s talk about seasonality because it does come into
play a lot.
274BThere are seasonal trends to be aware of, like the Santa
Claus rally. This is when prices tend to increase leading up
to the Holiday season. There is a similar trend for prices to
increase near the 4th of July.
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275BAnother trend is known as the January effect: some hot
stocks go cold in January. Sometimes it makes sense to
wait until January to sell big gainers. Why? Waiting until
the New Year will push off paying capital gains taxes until
the following year. If you look up January effect, you may
find something different. Don’t believe it! Trust this Intel.
276BThere is also an End-of-quarter trend (March 31st, June
30th, September 30th, December 31st). Mutual funds are
required to report their top 10 holdings on a quarterly
basis. When nearing the end of a quarter, therefore, it is
likely to see selling of quarterly losers and buying of
winners.
27BThis is known as ‘window dressing’. Some funds will switch
top holders – possibly even just briefly - to paint a picture
of success at quarter’s end, which may effectively entice
buyers to those funds.
278BThere are also Election Year trends: The third year of an
election cycle is historically the best year for the market
overall.
279BHere are some red flags to be aware of when Trading and
Investing in the markets:
280B1) Reverse Stock Splits. Take an extra second and do a
word search in the company’s news for ‘Reverse’. Reverse
Stock Splits are never a good sign. This usually means the
company is struggling to maintain minimum de-listing
requirements. Avoid these companies.
281B2) Repeat news. A company may post the same news over
and over again in an attempt to pump the stock price so
they can dump the equity while it temporarily spikes.
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28B3) Company name changes. Not always, but sometimes
company’s change names to hide something. I’m all for
name changes that inspire and create a better company
brand. Just make sure the company didn’t just Reverse
Stock Split or have a big claim filed against them.
Company takeovers are generally regarded as positive
depending on the takeover valuation. However, volatility
usually decreases after a takeover, therefore we tend to
ignore takeover action. We also avoid takeover rumors. Be
an Independent thinker.
283BThis represents the best investment Intel my team and I
have come across and we believe it will help you to
dramatically increase your odds of success when applied
correctly. Before we jump into Strategy, the next Chapter
uncovers some shocking facts about your Market Odds and
what really matters (not what you think!).
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CHAPTER VI

MONEY, MARKET ODDS, & HAPPINESS
What really matters

“Do not take life too seriously. You will never get out of it
alive.” – Elbert Hubbard
You can’t care too much about things. If you do, you’ll
likely be overtaken by worry, fear and doubt. Getting
emotional about a trade or a company is a sure way to lose
money. The second you throw out your risk management
plan, you’ve crossed over into becoming over-invested. Be
careful with this zone as you could lose everything fast. If
you thought it was other humans making the decisions,
you’d be wrong most of the time. It’s machines!
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In 2018, it was published by CNN that, “On a typical
trading day, computers account for 50% to 60% of market
trades, according to Art Hogan, chief market strategist for
B. Riley FBR. When the markets are extremely volatile,
they can make up 90% of trades.”
When you lose enough money, your research takes you to
strange places.
284BI lost a lot of money on my journey to large and consistent
returns. Maybe some of you know that awful feeling in the
pit of your stomach that almost consumed me. I consider
myself lucky to have been able to turn that feeling into my
motivation.
When I first started looking at some market statistics, I
discovered some grim facts.
•
10BOnly 1.6% of Day Traders are profitable year
over year 5
•
1B70% of stocks fall year over year
•
12BOne in three Traders loses 90% or more
(catastrophic loss)
•
13B7 out of 10 Americans don’t have a financial
plan with investment goals
•
The broad markets outperform 96% of
managed money
•
Stocks move down faster than they move up
285BLearning one in three traders loses close to everything
helped me to cope with my own losses.

Barber, Lee, Odean (2010), Do Day Traders Rationally Learn About
Their Ability?, Tradeciety.com

5
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If you invest in the market long enough, you are bound to
lose money. The idea is to win more than you lose, and
never put yourself in the position to suffer a catastrophic
loss.
286BI decided to seek out the Traders and Investors who were
getting the best results and transparently sharing them. I
needed to know how good someone could be and what the
best in the market looks like.
28BI found some people sharing their exact trades, publishing
statements with stellar year over year performance,
+1,000% returns in some cases. These numbers are hard
to believe until you actually see them.
289BModelling great success is a great strategy for increasing
your market odds. But don’t just copy blindly. Look to
understand how and why the model works, then build your
own systems around your understanding.
290BIf you believe you’ll be successful, and think positively
about it, the likelihood of it happening will skyrocket over
time.
291BBut what is success to you?
29BYou need to define it and write it down if you ever hope to
achieve it. Then, believe you can. This is always the first
step, and most people get this wrong. They cannot see it
until they have it.
Visualize yourself already in the possession of what you
desire. You want One Million? Imagine having it already in
your bank account. Then think, what would you do
differently?
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Then, once you get the million, you MUST set a new higher
goal. We humans are goal striving beings and when the
goal disappears so does our purpose and passion for life.
This was Maxwell Maltz’s main point in his life-changing
book “Psycho-Cybernetics”, which sold 30 million copies.
For most, success includes enough money to live
comfortably and without worry. But what about after that?
That’s why you set the bar high. If the bar is just to live in
comfort and security, that is where you’ll end up. Not that
there is anything wrong with that.
However, I do encourage all to be BIG and specific, so you
can go after it with passion and vigor. Life becomes
fulfilling and exciting when you do this. The idea itself can
be so inspiring it wakes me out a quiet mid-night sleep to
where I cannot stop working for hours until it’s completed.
293B

Does more money equal more happiness?
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294BTo answer this question, a group of researchers from
Northwestern and the University of Massachusetts
compared a group of lottery winners with a group of
accident victims.
295BIt turned out that the lottery winners were not happier than
the accident victims. In fact, the lottery winners took
significantly less pleasure from a series of regular, daily
activities such as talking with a friend, watching television,
eating breakfast, hearing a funny joke, getting a
compliment, reading a magazine, and buying clothes.
296BReceiving something for nothing (such as winning the
lottery) cannot be appreciated in the same way as
something that was earned through hard work. Real
happiness is achieved by striving toward something other
than our own happiness. Efforts toward helping others and
pursuing a worthy end goal.
297BHave faith in yourself and your ability to figure it all out. I
have faith in you and I know that using these strategies,
you can position yourself to be successful in any field of
your choice.
298BRemember you are not alone: you have a Team of superstar
mentors that are quite literally ONE connection away.
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CHAPTER VII

TEAM
World-Class Mentors

29BThe word “mentor” is thrown around a lot these days. The
real meaning is a wise and trusted advisor. Look for
someone who is doing what you want to do and see if you
can help them in any way.
AA good mentor can really help to increase your chance of
success. To the extent possible, surround yourself with the
most responsive, best-in-class support you can find.
The best mentors and coaches in the World are worth their
weight in gold. Hire and surround yourself with the best
you can afford.
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Ideally, you want to build a team of mentors and eventually
start to form an Organization. Go through and really think
what skills you need on your team. Know what you want
from each position on your team. Describe each position in
detail with Roles and Responsibilities clearly identified.
Make sure everyone you choose to work with is aligned
with your goals and expectations. If you cannot or don’t
want to hire them outright, hire them as a Consultant on
a per job basis with a Consulting agreement that clearly
identifies Roles and Responsibilities. You want to write out
what should happen when, and who owes what to who by
when. Be specific and set deadlines.
309BWhen a team works together in unison toward a common
goal, it has a much better chance to accomplish the
mission. This is why, if you have a business or choose to
form one, you should recruit superstars to the important
positions.
Here are some typical company positions and examples of
Roles and Responsibilities they may have:
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) / Director
Highest ranking official
Major corporate decisions
Writes Annual Reports
Drafts Stock Purchase Agreements (SPA’s)
Writes job descriptions
Organizes events and sets agendas
Raises capital / Investor Relations
Makes Policies and Guidance
Recruits team members
Motivates team
Creates great company content and spreads it
Hosts Q&A sessions
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Chief Operating Officer
Second in chain of command
Reports to CEO
Manages daily Operations
Communicates issues to CEO
Analyses Operations
Creates Standard Operating Procedures
Optimized workforce and systems
CFO
Reports to CEO
Manages financial actions
Monitors the books
Tracks cash flow
Financial Planning
Oversees tax issues
Ensures legal compliance
Accurately reflect earnings to Investors
President
Reports to CEO and COO
Signs SPA’s
Leads meetings
Refers Investors
Sets standards for excellence
Holds executive team accountable
Motivates team
Vice President
Reports to President
Next in line for President
Leads meetings in absence of President
Refers Investors
Supports Presidential actions
Reinforces standards
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Secretary
Keeps records
Signs SPA’s
Refers Investors
Scribe for Meeting Minutes
Helps prepare agenda
Attends Q&A’s
These Roles and Responsibilities (R&R) are given as
examples to get more ideas flowing for you. This is not all
inclusive nor are we saying the R&R must be laid out this
way. When you create the position, it’s your job to outline
the R&R so there in no overlapping duties and the team
members are doing what they are supposed to. If you’re
just starting out, it’s likely you may be the CEO/COO/CFO
and the Secretary unless you can find some partners. Just
one good partner can set you years ahead.
Depending on your industry, there may be other key
positions that may make sense to include. For example,
most companies have a Sales and Marketing Team. I’ll
leave the rest up to you. If you plan on growing BIG, you’ll
likely also need Accountants and Lawyers on your team.
310BBecause you are here, I consider you somewhat of a virtual
partner already. If after reading the full book, you’d like to
join our team or want to talk out your big business plans
with us, you can schedule a call here:
316Bhttps://go.oncehub.com/Dkope
312BYou never know where just one connection can take you.
31BConnect on LinkedIn
Connect on Facebook
314B
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CHAPTER VIII

STRATEGY
Your differentiator

317BLet’s understand how and why all the information provided
here forms a strategy you can use and how it works.
318BLet’s take a conceptual view at first with a simple analogy.
319BJust like blood is pumped in and out of your heart, money
is pumped in and out of the markets. It can be a godsend
when you find someone with their finger on the pulse.

320B
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321BYou just need to find ONE rhythm you can understand in
order to make money.
32BTiming is EVERYTHING. You could understand how and
why the market works and it is still easy to lose money if
your timing is off.
32BStick with ONE timeframe at first until you get it.
324BTry to identify clear patterns, like those we covered in Intel.
There are many very successful Operators that focus on
just ONE pattern over ONE specific timeframe.
325BWhen you’re eyeing up stock charts, look for two sine wave
patterns because there are always at least two different
forces (or mindsets) at play – the short and the long. There
are always people that need money TODAY, and then
people that don’t need money EVER.
326BLook for these two wave patterns in the next figure. One
wave is long, and one short. Think of this as the dichotomy
of the short and long term views on value.

327B
328BNote the smaller wave with a shorter length is generally
following a longer wave pattern with some randomness at
play.
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329BThink of the smaller waves as Ocean waves. Each wave
may be shaped by winds or other localized factors. Over
the course of the day, greater forces are at work as the
ocean is pushed and pulled by the Moon thus tides are
created.
30BStudy the market movements enough and you’ll begin to
see how and why Investors can turn the tides.
31BTraders move the market like the wind creates ripples on
the Ocean’s surface. Investors move the market like the
Moon, pushing and pulling with greater force, on a much
different frequency and wavelength. The middle ground is
the waves created which we like to call Inflection Point
traders.
32BA great Investor can recognize and quantify the magnitude
of each force at any given time by studying the science
behind the movements.
3BKnowing what timeframe you are in is critical to knowing
what forces are upon you and when.
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34BHere’s a Daily chart, which for ease of explanation, we’ll
call ‘unmagnified’ or Zoom X1:
35BZoom X1 (Typical Daily chart)

36B

Each ‘Candle’ (see Chapter Four) represents a one-day
period on the Daily chart. This Daily chart is clipped in half
for display purposes. It’s showing about three months,
however typical Daily charts show about six months.
37BThe percentage in the upper right is the Daily gain, so this
particular stock happened to be up +158.02% on 15 May.
Now let’s zoom in to the movement in just the last week to
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attempt to dissect this Daily move. Did it go straight up?
Were there any pullbacks throughout the day?
38BAs you zoom further and further in, which you’ll soon see,
you get more and more distance from the big picture.
39BThis is the same company, at the same point in time, just
zoomed in to a closer timeframe. The last big daily move is
now broken out to 26 candles. Only by zooming in can you
see this did not go straight up.
340BZoom X26 (15-minute Chart)
341B
342B

The 15-minute chart is shows just one week of movement.
Because there are roughly 26 weeks on the daily chart, the
math is relatively simple… 26:1. That’s why we labelled it
Zoom X26.
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34BThe 15-minute chart (one-week) represents a magnification
of 26 times when compared back to the Daily chart.
34BLastly, here is the five-minute chart. Same concept, just a
narrower timeframe.
Zoom X130 (5-minute Chart)
346B
347B

Instead of seeing days, or 15-min candles, now you’re
seeing five-minute candles. These are seen as fairly reliable
prices on Wall St. That’s how fast things can change.
348BBecause there are five days a week, the math for the fiveminute zoom is relatively easy as well.
349BThe five minute chart is five times (5X) the 15-minute chart
(one-week), which means its one-hundred and thirty times
(130X) magnified from the Daily chart.
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350BBecause there are thousands of small publicly traded
companies, and only 252 trading days a year, on any given
day you can expect a handful of companies to have a record
day, breaking news, a big company announcement,
blowout earnings OR all of the above! Most trading days,
there are a handful of stocks that move higher +30% or
more, and yes, +100% moves can happen in a few hours.
351BMost trading and investing companies keep their secrets
close to the chest. We share ours - this is what sets us
apart from the rest.
352BOur Optimum Strategy depends on placing one trade per
week, on Friday around 3:30 EST. It takes about four
minutes to make the trade.
35BThe Strategy focuses on just three specific variables:
•
•
•

15BPosition Sizing
16BPosition Management
17BPosition Selection

354BPosition Sizing
35BOur Strategy is based on 20% position sizing.
356BThis means, in an account balance of 100K, 20% position
sizing would be 20K per trade, because 20K is 20% of
100K.
Keeping our position size one fifth of our account balance
ensures we never lose more than 20% in a single trade even
if it goes to zero. We’ve taken some bad losses but maybe
one or two in one thousand will exceed 50% of the position.
Even losing half in one position would only result in -10%
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of the overall account balance. It’s a big loss, but it could
be worse.
359BPosition Management
360BWith the “Execution File.xlxs” available for your download
here, you can calculate risk of multiple trades at once,
enter your own account balance, choose a position sizing
that works for you, and then choose a target.
You input the Share Price, Position Sizing and Account
Balance.

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

361B

The Excel formulas calculate number of shares to buy, stop
loss levels, targets and your overall risk based on the stop
level.
36BThe Strategy here is to immediately automate the exit once
you enter a position.
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364BSo, we set a 30% target as a Limit Order that is Good Until
Canceled (GTC).
365BGTC Orders are usually good for 90 days (dependent on
broker). This effectively automates the exit for 55-60% of
the trades without any further action.
36BIf the target order triggers, you’ll lock in gains of +30%.
367BNow let’s talk about the other side of the trade. If the
stock’s value falls 15% - which represents a 15% loss - we
close the position and cut our losses.
368BWe aren’t watching the stock price move throughout the
day, but rather checking the end of week close prices.
369BPosition Selection
370BWe screen nearly eight thousand stocks weekly and choose
the best opportunity.
371BThen, we qualify with this free to use and share ten-point
checklist:











18BUp 30% since last week
19BVolume over 1 mil
20BRelatively high-volume
21BPrice Momentum
2BCatalyst for price move
23BVetted – No Reverse Stock Split
24BLow short float
25BGood company fundamentals
26BSanity check on previous news
27BCommon Sense analysis
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372BSo, our weekly post is the one company we think has the
best chance to explode higher +30%.
37BThis is an example of a target that hit next day (Ticker:
SRNE).

Exit
Target

374B

This particular example - SRNE -happened to hit the 30%
target the very next business day.
375BAfter our Limit Order filled at market open, the stock
dropped nearly 40% in the same day, almost all the way to
the stop. The next day it fell straight through the stop to
$5 a share. This is a good example of why we use targets.
This happens sometimes which is why we take profits at
target levels.
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It’s best to keep track of the following information for each
position in real-time:
378BTicker
379BDate
380BTimeframe
381BEntry Price
382BStop Price
38BTarget Price
384BThe Timeframe will be set on the timeframe of the Chart
you’re looking at. I.e. the daily chart which shows six
months, or the 15-min chart which shows five days. Save
an image of the chart when you decide it looks like a good
opportunity. This is needed for your documentation as
discussed in Planning and Organization chapters.
385BThe Entrance is the Entrance price. Your Stop-loss is the
level at which you’ll cut your losses, and the Target is when
you’ll lock in gains. It pays to think in terms of best and
worst case scenarios before entering any positions.
386BFocus on positions with a vetted company with a good
reputation that is up big on the week, with big volume,
great breaking news, experiencing extreme price
movements, having low outstanding shares (low supply),
relatively high volume, clear price range breakout to the
upside, and a history of previous price runs higher. Bingo!
387BThis can seem intense at first, especially for beginner,
which is why it helps to start small and even practice with
a fake account and pretend money.
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If you want to learn how to trade in a market simulator, we
put together a video series here:
https://tradeplanconsulting.com/how-to-place-a-tradein-a-simulator/
38BTo help with quick decision-making, in addition to what we
discussed in Mindset, it helps to get some physical exercise
daily to stay sharp and staying hydrated is important.
Even 2% dehydration may cause a breakdown of your basic
math skills. Basic math is required for our strategy. Even
that can be difficult if you are not hydrated and in the right
state of mind.
306BIf you are a beginner serious about starting in the stock
market, take a small amount, maybe $20 or $100 and open
up a Robinhood account and start a free trial of our alert
service to see if this is something you’re interested in doing
long-term. If after the trial, you don’t like it for whatever
reason, you can cancel the subscription within 30 days at
no cost.
Early indications point toward the One trade a Week
Strategy having a ROI of above +150% returns a year on
average. At these returns rates, just $100 snowballs into
$953,574 in ten years. See for yourself with the most userfriendly interest calculator on the market. Ten years of
alerts would only be $5,400 at today’s rates, but I guess
you’d owe close to a quarter million in short-term capital
gains tax. So, save some money for that.
Here’s a story to help inspire and give hope that amazing
results ARE achievable, even in the short-term…
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391BThe year was 1987, and Larry Williams set out to make
history. Larry entered the World Cup of Traders to prove
his personal method was not only effective, but that it was
the best.
392BThis competition lets traders compete to track who can
gain the most money in one year, starting with $10,000
dollars. One of Larry’s advantages was he studied the
Commitment of Trader’s (COT) reports released by the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
39BVolumes of Long and Short positions for commonly traded
commodities are released to the public weekly. More
importantly, this report separates the commercial
institutions from the non-commercial buying and selling.
394BThe non-commercials aren’t as important as the
commercials: the commercials are the market makers.
395BThey have money on the line.
396BThe Commercials are buying and selling to lower their risk
because their survival depends on it. Larry’s Strategy was
to watch for steep price increases followed by increased
buying from the commercials.
397BAt the twelve-month mark when the World Cup of Traders
competition ended, Larry achieved net gains of 11,376%.
The next highest return since the tournament’s inception
was not within 10,000%. That’s a difference of over ONE
MILLION DOLLARS all in ONE year.
398BThe market condition in 1987 had everything to do with
his returns, but Larry’s returns had everything to do with
his strategy.
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39BTen years later, his daughter won the same contest and
finished up 1,000% at the 12-month mark. Larry claims to
have made millions multiple times trading, and there is
every reason to believe his claim.
40BHaving a process with built in guidelines, checklists, and
triggers can help ease your nerves and enable you to
analyze your risks objectively while concentrating on
process.
401BTake a step back and remember you have a strategy that
will work for you in the short-term as well as the long-term,
meaning you can do it effortlessly for a long time.
Now let’s expand on our Knowledge even more.
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CHAPTER IX

KNOWLEDGE
Power your Mind

403BWe can be smart in many ways:
40BSpatially – You may have a good concept of size of things
around you
405BNaturally – You may understand the natural phenomena
around you
406BMusically – You may have a good rhythm and ear for music
407BLogically – You may know how to solve problems
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408BSpiritually – You may be in touch with the universe
409BInterpersonally – You may be in touch with other people
410BBodily – You may know how the body and mind works
41BLinguistically – You may know how to use words effectively
412BAnd Intrapersonally – You may know what makes yourself
tick
413BThe goals here is simple: know yourself, so you know how
to grow yourself.
415BWhat seed is in you? If you don’t quite know, that’s ok.
416BIf you want to find your why and really go after it, here’s
the question to ask...
417BWho am I becoming? In 1981, Jim Rohn inspired an
auditorium full of people with this knowledge and it’s
published here:
418B
How to Take Charge of Your Life - Jim Rohn Personal
Development 5
419B

427BDon’t get bitter, get better.

5

Rohn, Jim, “How to Take Charge of Your Life”,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGIjuVbGP_A ©1981

420B
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Here’s a summary of the video:
•

421BSuccess works in strange ways

• 42BYou have to work harder on yourself than you do on
your job
•

423BValue makes the difference

• 42BEmotions can cause powerful life change. Emotions
can build or destroy
•

425BThe only way to get better is when YOU get better

•

426BLife and business are like the changing seasons

428BDon’t stop getting better and better until everyone agrees
you’re great. You can do this. I believe in you! I’m still just
as excited as I was on page one.
429BWhat you begin today can set into motion your incredible
life accomplishments. Focus on one thing at a time.
Everything you do and everything you do not do shapes
your future.
430BPick one thing to do at a time. (Review the chapter on
Planning). It takes the same amount of time to concentrate
on something big than to concentrate on something small.
431BWhy is it that some superstars can seemingly master
anything and accomplish more in any given day, while
others always complain there is not enough time in a day?
432BIs it not true that we are all given the same amount of time
in a day? The difference is some of us choose to do more.
Time is only a constraint when you’re not controlling and
directing it to the ends your desire. Block off the time now
to build up important skills like Planning and
Organization.
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43BWork smarter, not harder. Every single day we are faced
with similar activities and decisions. What do I wear today?
Do I have any important meetings at work or outside of
work? Stop and purposefully spend time to think about
what you want to accomplish and when.
43B

436BBeing closed toward others, closed to opportunities, and
closed to ideas will stifle growth, and ultimately hurt
success. Be openminded to all people and in all situations.
Remember to devote time to relaxing and spending time
with those important to you. Your mind and body need
rest, too.
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CHAPTER X

PERSONAL COURAGE
Pursue your Dreams

437BGather your courage and pursue your dreams! When I
started out, I lost a significant amount of REAL money. It
didn’t occur to me that I should practice and get good at
what I was doing BEFORE I risked even ONE of my hardearned dollars.
438BIt is really helpful to learn how to pick the best positions
when nothing is on the line. I couldn’t see the benefits of
trading pretend money (I didn’t even know what a trading
simulator was).
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439BI thought, “Why waste my REAL time with FAKE money?”
I learned the hard way.
40BThere was a flaw in my reasoning. I wasn’t really trying to
understand how it all worked. I wanted to make the most
money and fast. Because why? I really don’t know. I guess
I thought I needed it...or wanted it… I desperately wanted
to accelerate my returns, and this contributed to my
misfortune.
41BMost people don’t like getting rich slowly. However, success
is a marathon, more than a sprint. Learn from my mistake
and go after the understanding before risking anything.
42BTo admit that you are wrong is only to admit that you are
wiser today than you were yesterday.
43BOne unexpected benefit did arise, however. I channeled my
pent up anger and overall frustration at my situation. I
became determined to learn as much as I could from every
failure and to become unbelievably successful. Do you feel
frustrated with your situation? Good! Use that as
motivation.
4BFrom all my education, I learned having a system in place
really helps a lot. Knowing your plan, strategy, and
numbers works wonders.
45BYou’ll have way more peace of mind and confidence when
you use a systematic approach like the approach we coved
in Strategy.
46BYou will have your own unique experience in the world and
in the market, and someone else’s experiences will be
unique to her or him. This is when your lessons can be
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extremely valuable to you and others if you properly
document everything and organize your findings.
47BYou don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to
be great.
48BYou can start by forming ideas in your head using your
imagination. It does not matter where you start, it matters
where you end up.
49BAll the breaks you need in life wait within your imagination.
450B“Imagination is the workshop of your mind, capable of
turning mind energy into accomplishment and wealth.” ~
Napoleon Hill
451BActions turn your thoughts into reality. Putting pen to
paper is a great first action. You’re six times more likely to
remember something when you write it down.
452BIf you can write it in color, even better. You’re 60% more
likely to remember it if it’s in color.
453BDon’t just do anything; this is where I see almost everyone
get it wrong. Be strategic with your actions! First,
determine the best and most effective things to do right
now. You are going to experience some failure and that is
ok. Just don’t ever put yourself in the position to take any
catastrophic losses. Fail fast to learn fast. The more actions
you take, the more failures you’ll have.
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45B
45BWhen a reporter asked Thomas Edison “How did it feel to
fail 1,000 times?” he famously answered, “I didn’t fail
1,000 times; the light bulb was an invention of 1,000
steps.”
456BThose who learn from their failures gain the upper hand in
life. When you fail, there is always a reason. Take note of
every possible lesson to be learned to avoid repeating
mistakes. Teach your lessons to those who stand to benefit
the most.
457BTake time to recover. Meditate. When you wake up, revise
your plan for the better. Spark some long-term thinking
about where you really want to be in ten years, twenty
years, and even think back from the end of your life and
reflect on what you would have wanted to accomplish by
age 90.
458BHow do you see yourself growing? Where are you?
459BConcentrate your efforts toward your major desire in life.
Visualize the possibilities.
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460BThe fact that there are many self-made billionaires and
millionaires in this World means that - with a great
Strategy - you and I may become one.
461BI started with next to nothing and you can too.
462BDon’t be afraid to act because you fear failure or criticism.
Embrace your harshest critics and don’t shy away from
confrontation. Use failure and criticism as guidance to
inform future decisions and actions. Make a decision and
stick with it.
463BDon’t immediately say what’s on your mind. Carefully
select your words. When you carefully select your words,
this is when you can change the tune of a whole
conversation for the better.
46BOur unfiltered thoughts and actions can be hurtful to
others, so we must be mindful of what we do and say.
People pay attention to what you say and do, and what you
don’t say and don’t do.
465BThere are two things you’ll never get back: words after they
are spoken and time after it’s wasted.
46BUse your Strategy to create better Market Odds for yourself
and execute using your Knowledge and Intel.
467BThere is nothing with a greater growth potential than a
great Investor with a deep market understanding. It’s your
Mindset and Team that make you and can offer support in
times of need. 468BSet aside time to build your Organization
and Planning skills constantly and consistently.
469BNow gather your Personal Courage, take a chance, and
start. You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to
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start to be great. Once you learn the tips and skills
presented in this book, you can take them anywhere you
want to go and teach them to whoever you please.
470BTime to invest your time in creating the ultimate system
that will make you money like clockwork.

471B
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CHAPTER XI

DOCUMENTATION
Key to everything

It’s not enough to know a Strategy works. You need proof
of your own. What’s really going to make you stress-free
and extremely wealthy is when you carefully document
every step of the way.
In 2017, I turned a few thousand into $6,800 in roughly
three months. It was my first real substantial market
gains. My ROI on the quarter was +168%. I saw the
compound interest begin to pile up in my mind.
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I approached banks and investors for more capital having
proved that I could do it. Needless to say, no one was very
impressed. I couldn’t get a business loan of any kind and I
had a solid plan that made sense. I couldn’t even get a loan
from my parents or wife (at the time) for a measly $1,000.
My credit was maxed. I collected $200 total of Investor
funds in 2017 in exchange for 1% equity of my company. I
would have sold more if anyone else wanted it. I was totally
delusional as to what I needed at the start. I just figured
everything would be super easy now that I ‘cracked the
market code’.
That was far from reality. I learned you need to carefully
document every single trade setup with your risk
highlighted down to the dollar. Mistakes were made and
time was lost, but next time I got it right. In 2020, I turned
25K into 150K. That turned some heads. Then I showed
them every single t1rade with my Key Performance
Indicators neatly calculated and displayed in my Golden
Trade Template Tracker. In 2021, I didn’t have trouble
attracting Retail Investors to the tune of over 100K. That’s
how big of a difference the documentation can make.
You can make one trade a week and automate the exit in
four minutes time; however, it pays to go the extra mile
and document everything. Documentation is not
something you should take lightly.
Admittedly, documenting every detail meticulously does
require more time. The good thing is, we already spent a
lot of time creating a trade tracker template that is
included for free in TIP’s Trading Toolbox. This should save
days of creating the documents from scratch and trying to
guess at what information should go where.
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The trade tracker can help make you millions and relieve
any financial stress or anxiety you associate with trading
and investing. I do batch entries to the tracker at the end
of the month to save time which usually takes about 30
minutes to input the four or five trades and update earlier
positions that may have hit the target or stop exit levels.
Making too many trades is a common mistake for
beginners. It’s natural to want to accelerate your
performance especially if this Strategy is now new and
exciting for you. If you feel a burning desire to trade more,
we advise taking the urge to a simulated trading market
where you’re not risking your hard-earned money in the
process. Don’t take your eyes off the end goal, which for
most, involves a higher Return on Investment and the least
amount of time possible.
Because we achieved greater than +150% ROI with one
trade a week, we don’t necessarily relate more trades to
more money. Therefore, start with just one trade a week if
you’re new at this. It could be enough to exceed
expectations.
In the beginning, it also helps to slow down
and analyze all the numbers. For this, we
Documentation Template. This also has
checklist and it helps to actually print this
all the boxes as you research.

the trade itself
use our Trade
the ten-point
out and check

The plan and strategy can guide you to higher returns, but
it’s the careful Documentation of the execution that will set
you free.
Here is every trade alert we sent in 2020, with the entry
date and price and the exit date and price, all of which we
encourage you to verify:
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Download the Excel file here
Here’s a chart of the Text Alert performance vs. the S&P500
over the same period. This is a chart of the end of week
close prices plotted.

Goodluck investing, take care to do your due diligence, and
take some time out to book your free call to speak with us.
It may just change the entire course of your life.
Continue learning here:
473Bwww.tradeplanconsulting.com
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NOW HIRING!
***ATTN Part-time Retail Investors***
We are seeking active Retail Investors with an existing
business or open and willing to start one.
Company Description
Our vision is to build great Investors. We teach Math,
Accounting, Planning, Organization and Management.
These are the skills essential to operate any successful
business.
Position Description
Customize our one-page trade plan template to your
schedule, goals and expectations. Test your new plan in a
simulated market to ensure consistent results. Once
confident with the simulated execution, take plan to
market and scale up slowly and methodically.
Requirements
•
•
•
•

Must be aligned with mission and vision
Long-term thinkers only
Business acumen (preferred)
Business Brokerage Account (desirable)

Duties
Make at least one trade a week at specified time. Keep
meticulous records of all transactions and pertinent details
as they happen.
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Benefits
Peace of mind you are working with the best Investors in
the space. Part of a team of wise and trusted advisors.
Access and permission to share company copy and
content, including but not limited to e-books, manuals,
pitch decks, plan templates, market checklists, execution
files, interest calculators, etc.
Opportunity to become an affiliate and promote our
educational products and services – via phone, email,
social media, and direct outreach to ideal and likely buyers
with 40% commissions on all products and services sold.
Once these tangible documents and ideas are learned, you
can take them anywhere and – upon mastery - create your
own beautiful thriving business.
Will train someone who is coachable. Entry fees may apply.
Text ‘2020 Case Study’ to get a YouTube link to our short
but comprehensive 2020 Stock Market Case Study up
+183% in 2020 with a one trade a week strategy.
498BSincerely,

49B
50BDavid W. Koper, CEO of TIP Inc.
501BHome of TIP’s Text Alerts ®
book a call | 503Bhttps://go.oncehub.com/Dkope
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50BCourtesy of the Investors in
The Inflection Point Inc.

507B
510BThank you Investors
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51BTIP Inc.

512BVision
513BBuild great Investors
514BMission
Make our Investors the richest
people in the world
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518BFor those suffering from depression or Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder, please don’t hesitate to reach out and give me a
call or shoot me a text.
519B856-685-4681
520BPlease leave a message, and I will get back to you as soon as
possible. You can also schedule a call here.
521Bhttps://go.oncehub.com/Dkope
52BAlso, www.ptsd.va.gov
523Bis a great resource
524BFOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE IN A CRISIS
52B1-800-273-8255

526BIn loving memory of Stephanie, one of the 25 contributors
to TIP’s first Annual Shareholder Meeting and a dear friend
who will be missed

527B
528BStephanie Marchesani
529BMay 7th 1986 –
530BSept 11th 2016

531BAbout the Author
532BDavid Koper is a self-taught Trader, Investor, Professional
Engineer and Entrepreneur who has dedicated his life’s
work to building great Investors and teaching others how to
master their own operations.
53BKoper founded Inflection Point Inc. (TIP Inc.) and shares his
knowledge and experience as a way to give back to
community.

534B
53B
David received the Credential of Readiness (CORe) from
Harvard Business School online for Financial Accounting,
Economics for Managers and Business Analytics in 2019.
He also completed an Entrepreneurship Accelerator
Program through Wharton Business School in May 2021.

537B

536B

David is a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of NJ.

538B
539BIf you have comments or questions about this manuscript,
or just want to give some words of praise, please email David
at:
info@theinflectionpt.com
Please share it with others and pass it along to those that
need it most.
540BMake sure to write a review too!

Here’s what some friends, colleagues and Investors had to
say:

541B
“Very well written and easily
understood. A must read for junior
and senior Service Members alike.”
former

542BJoe Hannings,
Marine Corps

Sgt.

US

543B
“A thought provoking read that opens
your eyes to undiscovered opportunities
and a feeling of financial control.”
54BDyana Baurley, Business Development
Associate at Milestone Partners

54B
“This book gives every Service
Member’s warrior mindset a much
needed wealth creation mindset.”
546BBrian Jackson, former SSgt. USMC

547B“Educational but also motivational with many important
life lessons that everyone can
benefit from. The book is well
organized and very succinct, while
not containing any useless
information. The book is able to
easily define and explain tough
concepts that are critical to
understand in the business or
market. I would recommend this
book to anyone who is either already an entrepreneur or
market veteran or even someone who is completely new to
the space.”
548BKevin Byrne, Regulatory Analyst at Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA)
549B“A real and genuine portrayal of what
one man will do to not only survive but
THRIVE in all aspects of his life and
career. This is a book you will
constantly go back to reference when
making any decision.”
50BMegan
McMullen,
DoD
Contract
Specialist
51B"As a novice investor, David's book
not only helped me with strategy and
general knowledge but inspired me to
grow my portfolio and more closely
monitor potential trade
opportunities."

53B

52BMichael McNelis, VP of Development –
Lease Up

“Quick read, easy to comprehend,
interesting concepts, good stats.”
Ravineel Francis, former US Air Force
Mission Support Flight Commander
54B

“This book is a go-to not just for Service Members, but any
individual looking to gain power through
knowledge. Inspired me to look beyond
my everyday abilities to cultivate
awareness and understanding.
Wonderfully written David!” Michele
Evans, Government Services
Administration Contract Specialist
5B

“This book was inspiring and
exciting to me, especially the
sections on options. As a
commodities trader, I am
using these tools to enhance
my trading. I believe it is a
safer approach and lowers my
risk while trading
commodities.”
56BHector Cordero, SL Trading

